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Shaping the Vessel
Konoha broke Naruto, trying to kill the demon inside. Kyuubi
takes this chance and gives the boy a very special kekkei 
genkai. Now it's up to him how he will use it. 

Characters

Naruto Original Size 5.5, 11 Inches, 12 inches: Cock Tail

Iruka 8 inches

Kakashi 8.5 inches

Sasuke 4 Inches

Kiba 10 inches

Akamaru 9.5 inches



Chap 9 Plans Unfold

Naruto’s plans were indeed set in motion. The blonde asked 
Kakashi to keep tabs on Asuma. The man was supposedly 
dating Kurenai, so Naruto wanted to be sure the man wanted 
men, before bringing him into the fold. 

Team 7 had started missions, nothing to major, simple stuff 
around the village. These were to get them ready for larger 
more dangerous missions. So they did things like, find lost 
pets, walk dogs, and other D Rank Missions. Simple enough 
missions that consisted of things like farming and even 
babysitting. 

This gave Naruto time to move things along, same for Iruka. 
While the Chunin had gotten the joy of pounding Kakashi’s 
ass he had yet to sample Kiba and Akamaru’s. On this 
particular day, Team 7 had finished their missions and filed 
out. Sasuke spent the rest of the day training, as a way of 
working off his current sexual frustration he was 
experiencing. Kakashi met up with Asuma, while Naruto 
went off to find Shikamaru. Kiba and Akamaru spent the day 
with Iruka. 

-x-

Iruka was first mate, which meant when Naruto wasn’t 
around he was in charge. It was why Kiba had pull over 
Kakashi, despite being older and stronger, he was the younger



harem brother which meant his ass was fair game unless 
ordered different by Naruto.  

He stood before the two dog nin, both of them knelt before 
Iruka. It was kinda nostalgic, from the days when Iruka would
give them lectures. The only difference was they were all 
naked, cocks hard and wanting. This to was part of Naruto’s 
plan, his harem had to work together and bond together in 
different ways. 

“Naruto has put you two in my care today, I trust you will 
obey your harem brother’s orders.” Kiba loved sex, and 
Akamaru was happy to take a cock or two. “Yes!” Iruka’s 
latent lust was free, and it was time to play with his younger 
harem brothers. “Come suck my dick!” 

The two crawled forward, cocks bouncing as they moved 
forward, asses shaking, as Akamaru’s tail wagged. Since they 
were among harem brothers Akamaru was in his true form, 
the twin of Kiba. 

They buried their faces in Iruka’s crotch. His manly musk 
filled their senses and they moaned. They sniffed and 
shuddered, Iruka’s musk making their cocks quite happy. 
Their hard manhoods dripped pre onto the floor, as they 
started licking up his shaft. 

“Ohh fuck!” Kiba and Akamaru worked together, licking up 
and down Iruka’s hard member. It was amazing, their tongues
were so long and flexible. “Yes that’s it!” Iruka moaned, 
hands petting them. 



The praise made the two moan. They started to compete with 
each other, while Kiba sucked on Iruka’s dick, Akamaru went 
down to lap at the Chunin’s balls. They switched every 15 
bobs, Kiba slurped and bobbed his head back and forth. His 
tongue caressing the underside, as he sucked every inch. He 
buried his nose in Iruka’s pubes and took a deep whiff of his 
musk.

Iruka’s pubes tickled his nose, and made him moan around his
shaft. At the fifteenth pass they switched, Kiba licking his 
way down and began worshiping Iruka’s balls, as Akamaru 
took his turn on his cock. They both were excellent cock 
suckers without a hint of gag reflex. Kiba was more skilled at 
cock sucking in a way, pacing himself to savor the flavor. 
Akamaru was more primal, focusing on giving pleasure. 

“Gonna cum!” Iruka howls, his cock twitching in an early 
sign. Kiba and Akamaru shared the head, lapping at the tip 
excitedly. Iruka’s climax hits, and he cums all over their 
faces. Their mouths opened wide, catching some of the 
erupting cum, tongues outstretched wide, curling to hold the 
ropes of cum. They swallowed their shared loads, their own 
cocks twitching, so close to orgasm. 

Iruka was still hard. “Let’s continue, Kiba I bet your hole is 
hungry.” Kiba was licking the cum off his lips, he snapped up.
“Yes!” he moans. 

The older brunette lays on his bed, and wags his cock. Kiba 
climbs up and straddles his waist. Iruka’s cock slides between
his plump cheeks. He bucks back, rubbing against his shaft. 



Playing a bit, until he slides up until he positions over his 
shaft. 

He sinks down, taking Iruka’s cock inside him. “Ohhh!” Kiba
took it all, thanks to Naruto’s cock tail his hole was made for 
taking cock. His inner walls clamped down onto Iruka’s 8 
incher.  

Akamaru whines, watching his cock and hole were aching to 
be touched. Kiba shudders, taking his harem brother’s cock 
felt good, so good he couldn’t wait and started moving 
bouncing up and down in Iruka’s lap. His own hard cock 
bounced and flopped about along with his balls. 

Iruka’s feet were planted firmly, he bucks up into Kiba’s ass 
making the dog nin moan. “Big Brother Iruka, your cock feels
good!” he moans. The older brunette smirks and bucks a little 
harder, cock ramming his sweet spot. “Ahh!” 

“Akamaru, I wasn’t gonna leave you out.” he gestured for 
him to come. Akamaru understood and soon straddled Iruka’s 
face. The Chunin pulls him down, and kisses his hole. 
Akamaru moans as his ass was breached by the older male’s 
tongue. His tail wagged as the tongue fucking began. 

The dog nin’s holes being stimulated was enough to drive 
them closer and closer to the edge. Iruka reached around and 
played with Akamaru’s dick, pumping his weeping length. 
Kiba began playing with his nips, loving every second he was
on Iruka’s manhood. 



His stamina was quite impressive, Kiba rode him hard and 
fast but the Chunin dick never gave in. It was actually 
Akamaru who came first, shooting his load all over Iruka’s 
pecs, abs, and his partner’s back. Kiba came next, his climax 
hitting and blowing his load. 

The dog nin’s inner walls tightened around Iruka’s dick, the 
clenching heat helped pull Iruka over the edge. His dick 
swelled and his semen pumped inside the Inuzuka. “Akamaru
your turn.” Kiba was pushed off and Akamaru took his turn 
on Iruka’s cock. 

A change in position was needed, Iruka was behind Akamaru 
driving into the white haired male, Akamaru pulled his 
partner in and stuffed him with his cock. Kiba moaned as he 
was stuffed. It was hard to say who held the higher position 
between Kiba and Akamaru, but they were partners for so 
long they’d fuck each other as needed. 

Iruka pounded into Akamaru driving him into Kiba at a 
lustful speed. Akamaru licked his partner’s neck and shoulder,
as Kiba panted and drooled. ‘This...is...the...best!’ 

-x-

Asuma and Kakashi had gone to the local BBQ shop to eat 
and drink. Kurenai had joined them. They discussed how their
students were coming along. Kurenai boasted about her team. 
Sakura, Shino, and Hinata they were doing very well, and 
Sakura and Hinata were excelling under Kurenai’s teachings. 
“I’m so glad you gave me Miss Haruno, she’s quite unique.” 
Sakura’s inner Sakura created a unique case the split 



personality made her quite useful against genjutsu, she just 
needed to hone it. 

“Well it was a decision from on high.” Kakashi says. He was 
barely listening to her. He had a belly full of his master’s cum
and a vibe buried in his tight heat. The vibrations ranged from
low to medium, bouncing back and forth. He was very good 
at keeping a straight face. 

“I think my team will be ready for the next Chunin Exam.” 
she boasts. 

“I’m sure.” Kakashi looks to Asuma. “How is your team 
going?” He noticed Kurenai was focused on either bragging 
about her team or was talking to him. Yet, her supposed 
boyfriend she barely glanced at. Asuma sat their quietly 
eating, before he answered he looked to Kurenai before 
answering. 

 “Doing alright, been focusing on teamwork. I’m tasked with 
training the next Ino-Shika-Cho team. Their skills really 
compliment each other.” he says. “I think they’ll be ready for 
the next Chunin exam as well.” Kurenai stands up. 

“I must be going.” She looks at Asuma who stands up to let 
her out. “Will I see you later?” Asuma asks. 

“I don’t think so, I’m gonna work on some new genjutsu 
techniques.” Asuma goes in for a kiss, but she quickly avoids 
him, not even letting him get a cheek kiss. She walks off and 
Asuma sits down. 

“Trouble in paradise?” Kakashi asks. 



“Kurenai...she...she doesn’t like the beard.” Kakashi raises a 
brow. “Things have been tense since she’s become a jounin.” 

“Didn’t you start dating a few months after she became a 
Chunin?” he asks, and Asuma nods. 

“I thought she’d be happy once she became a Jounin, she 
asked me to put in a good word for her with my father.” 
Kakashi blinked. ‘He didn’t...she didn’t...’ 

“We used to have a nice loving relationship, I mean I gave her
my virginity. Then she started pulling away but then she said 
she was nervous about her Jounin exam. So I put in a good 
word for her.” Kakashi fought back the urge to face palm. 
‘She’s totally using him.’ 

“Is there a problem in the bed room?” he asked quietly. 
Asuma blushed and rubbed the back of his head. Kakashi was
one of his best friends, they had shared secrets in the past 
together, and he didn’t know who else to talk to.  

“I thought it was great, but lately she seems to just get mad. 
Sometimes I was still hard after we had sex, and she said she 
was finished. She says she doesn’t like kissing me because of 
my beard, she says that my body hair feels weird, and she 
says my dick hurts her.” he looked at his friend. “What should
I do, should I shave, should I take some meds to shrink me 
down?” 

“Asuma, if you are with someone who doesn’t accept you for 
you, and needs you to change so drastically maybe they not 
for you.” It was clear to Kakashi she was using Asuma since 



he was the son of the Hokage. “If you aren’t satisfied in the 
bedroom, maybe you need something else.”

“But Kurenai she, she’s the first woman to ever want me. I 
tried going out before, and my dates always ended badly.” It 
was true, most girls often went out with Asuma because he 
was a proud member of the Sarutobi clan, and his father was 
the Hokage. The dates usually went south once they hit the 
bed room, most of the girls scared off by Asuma’s size. 

“You know there is the other option, remember you told me 
about that dream you had.” Asuma blushed, and felt his heart 
race, his blood rushing south. In there youth Asuma had 
confided in Kakashi that he had a sex dream about his sensei. 
“Have you had any such dreams recently?” 

Asuma shifted in his seat. “Sometimes,” he takes a cigarette 
and tries to light it. “I don’t know Kakashi, those dreams 
are...” it was his deepest secret, he’d only told Kakashi. He’d 
been worried that such desires made him less.  

“You are the submissive, I remember.” Kakashi had shared 
some of his porn with Asuma back in the day. In the end he 
chose to walk a different path. He looks around. “Follow me.”
he leads Asuma into the bathroom. A quick check and seal to 
make sure the room was secure. Kakashi removes his mask 
making Asuma blush deeper. 

“Kakashi what are you...whoa!?” he gasps. Kakashi stripped 
naked and turned around. He bent forward slightly, his ass 
cheeks spreading exposing his stuffed hole. The tight ring 
throbbed from the vibrations. 



“I’ve found myself a top, I’m apart of a harem.” Asuma’s 
cock bulged his pants, he was so hard at the sight of his naked
friend. “He accepts me, he accepts us. I’m not telling you to 
join but maybe you’d be happier with a man.” 

Asuma feels his hole clench. Kakashi shows him the size of 
toy inside, it was so big. “But...But what about Kurenai, I 
can’t just break up with her.” Kakashi turned around, 
pumping his cock as his hand pumped his shaft. “Shouldn’t I 
try to make it work?” 

“You have tried. My friend, you are a wonderful man, if given
the chance you’d make a woman very happy. I think however 
a man can make you very happy.” Asuma sighs. When he was
a kid he was scared of letting these feelings out, but now he 
was older and wiser, he had siblings who were already 
carrying on the clan’s name. He didn’t have to be with a girl 
unless he wanted to. “Think it over.” he starts putting on his 
clothes, tucking his arousal back into his pants. “But you 
should be with someone who accepts you for you.” he says 
and pats his shoulder. 

He left Asuma with many questions. He still couldn’t see that 
Kurenai used him but, he could see that their relationship was
pretty strained. He wasn’t happy, Kurenai was distant but she 
was happy after becoming a jounin but their relationship 
hadn’t gotten better. 

Seeing a man as powerful as Kakashi, naked, hard, with his 
hole stuffed took the weight off his shoulders. ‘Maybe I 
should try meeting a guy.’ he thinks and palms his arousal. He



sits in an open stall and takes out his hard 13 incher. ‘I 
wonder who got Kakashi to submit like that?’ 

The thought made his manhood twitch. He started pumping 
himself, his cock was large, with a heavy girth. He pulls his 
shirt over his head exposing his ripped body, he had manly 
hair over his muscles. Running a hand through his manly hair 
he sighed. ‘I always thought I looked good, but Kurenai 
thinks I’m gross.’ He lifted his balls out of his underwear. 

Pre spilled over his length allowing him to pump himself 
faster. He worked himself faster and faster making his heavy 
balls bounce. His family jewels had gotten larger, having a 
serious bad case of blue balls. 

He grunts and groans, feeling his release build higher and 
higher. It didn’t take long before him to cum, his climax hits 
hard and his knees go weak. Thick cum splatters all over his 
pecs abs and crotch. ‘Would he accept me to.’ he thinks. He 
had lied to Kakashi, when he said his dreams came only 
sometimes. Since he started dating Kurenai his submissive 
dreams happened almost every night. 

Collecting his cum, he reaches down and slips a finger into 
his hole. “Oh ohhhh!” he moans. He continues to pump 
himself, his cock still hard and wanting. As he starts playing 
with his ass, pleasure washes through him in waves. He gets 
louder unable to control his voice as things get hotter and 
hotter inside him. 

He cums again even harder than before, his semen erupts like 
a volcano drenching himself in his seed. ‘Ohh fuck!’ he 



thinks. Kakashi had heard everything. ‘I need to talk to 
Naruto right away.’ 

-x-

Naruto had a nice talk with Shikamaru, a very nice talk. 
Naruto laid his cards all on the table, told Shikamaru his plan 
and intent, even going as far as to show his cock tail. 
Shikamaru was surprised, embarrassed, and aroused. His 
genius mind worked through the problem, and he made his 
decision.  

The two were laying naked, watching the clouds go by. 
Shikamaru was getting his ass stuffed with Naruto’s cock tail.
He had cum three times already, his semen marking his face, 
neck, chest, stomach, and crotch. 

His body shuddered, toes curling in orgasmic pleasure. His 
belly bulged from the forced of Naruto’s cock tail. “Ohh I felt
that!” 

“Feels good yeah?” Naruto chuckles. 

“Soo good! So not troublesome.” he shivers, and rubs his 
swollen belly, only to watch shrink as the tail pulls back 
leaving a void inside him. He was only empty a few seconds 
before the tail thrust back in. “Ohhh!” 

Naruto leaned over and began licking his orgasms off his 
body. Shikamaru’s ass was wonderfully tight, his tail was 
coating it’s insides with pre. The cock tail pounded his ass, 
his wet insides allowing him to go faster and faster. 



He offered his cock, and Shikamaru began to suck it. ‘So big!’
Shika thinks, as he bobs back and forth, slurping and sucking 
the blonde’s massive dick. The pre was delicious, and made 
the lazy nin suck harder. He could only suck about half, but 
Naruto was more than close. Naruto’s climax hits, and his 
cum fills his mouth and ass at once. Shikamaru hits another 
orgasm, and cums all over himself. “You weren’t kidding, this
really is amazing!” he licks his lips. 

The cock tail leaves Shika’s ass, and Naruto pulls him into his
lap, still hard cock slipping inside. “Ohhh!” Shikamaru 
drooled. His head rolled back onto the blonde’s shoulder. 
They watched the sun set together, Naruto caressing the lazy 
nin’s body. “This is nice.” 

“Indeed it is.” Naruto kisses his neck and cheek. Shikamaru 
wanted to live an easy life, a life in Naruto’s harem didn’t 
sound troublesome at all.  

Kakashi showed up. “Naruto-sama!” he says. Shikamaru 
gasps, but doesn’t bother to cover up. 

“What’s wrong Kakashi, did things not go well with Asuma?”

“Things went alright, but I think you may need to take action 
with him. He’s being used by Kurenai.” 

“What?!” Naruto gasps. 

“I’m not surprised, I once saw Asuma-sensei try to give her 
flowers, and she didn’t really seem to like them. Ino told me 
she saw the same flowers in the trash the next day. Asuma 
didn’t talk about it, but he seemed down.” Shikamaru looked 



to Naruto. “If you want to add him to the harem I think he’d 
actually be happy.” 

Naruto hugged Shikamaru. “Kurenai might be a problem.” he 
frowns. “I think Asuma might be willing to leave her. He just 
needs a push.” Naruto brings his cock tail around, his pre 
pouring out. He collects the essence in two vials. “Give this to
Asuma, and this to Chouji. If they react to my essence I will 
bring them into the fold.” 

“I’m sure he will, thank you so much Naruto.” Shikamaru 
kisses him. He wanted Chouji, and he had a small crush on 
Naruto. If Naruto could bring him in the fold, he’d have both 
his crushes. Kakashi strips down and removes the toy, he 
joins the two Naruto’s cock tail plunging into his ass. 

He fucked them both. Naruto let the pleasure wash away his 
concerns. Kyuubi however shared his concerns, Naruto’s plan
needed time to unfold, pushing too hard, or slowing down 
could draw out issues. The council had forces, eyes and ears 
everywhere, if Kurenai used Asuma, it made him wonder if 
she was acting alone or apart of a bigger scheme. 

To be continued



Men before the Dead

Takashi and Hisashi have a secret, the boy is confused but as 
the world comes to an end. Takashi takes action and tries to 
save all he can, will Hisashi’s feelings become clear or will he
stay with Rei? 



Chap 1 Closets and Dead

“Ahh Takashi slow down!” Hisashi moaned.
“No, we don’t have time, class will start soon!” Takashi 
grunted out. 
The two boys were naked from the waist down. Their pants 
and underwear were down around their ankles. Hisashi was 
bent over as far as he could, the two boys were in a closet at 
school. 
Takashi was thrusting his huge 8 inch cock into Hisashi's tight
rear. He was giving long hard thrusts, hitting the gray haired 
boy’s prostate. “Ah ah ah ah Takashi close gonna cum!” he 
moaned, his muscled body trembled under the powerful 
thrusts. 
Hisashi’s shirt was lifted up exposing firm abs and pecs, with 
his right hand Takashi began pinching one of his hard nipples.
“Ahh Takashi, not that!” his hips bucked, his hard cock 
bobbed in the air. His full arousal was at least 5 inches long. 
The boy’s left hand took hold of the leaking arousal and 
began pumping it, in time with his thrusts. “Ahh cumming!” 
he let out a loud wail. 
His insides tightened around Takashi and the boy moaned as 
he found his own release pumping him full of cum. Hisashi 
shot his load all over Takashi’s hand. He stayed inside the 
silver haired boy a few minutes before pulling his limp cock 
out. Hisashi panted and blushed as Takashi dressed him.
“We can’t keep doing this,” he said and Takashi tensed, but 
only for a second. He wiped his hand on his friend’s boxers. 
“I’m Rei’s boyfriend, and I…”



“You were mine first,” Takashi snapped, cutting his friend 
and lover off. “I was your first kiss, and you gave yourself to 
me.” 
“I know, but Rei says she loves me, and I…” he was cut off as
Takashi pinned him to the wall and kissed heavily. “I love you
to, and you said you loved me, was it all a lie, if so what is 
this?” he palmed the boy’s hard on through his fixed up pants.
Takashi pulled away and fixed up his own clothes. “It wasn’t 
a lie, but I think I was just confused. You don’t need me but 
Rei does, we are a better fit, and I do feel something for her,” 
Takashi grit his teeth. “Fine, then be with her, we are done. 
Consider this our last fuck!” 
He went to leave and Hisashi gasped. “You are just gonna 
leave me like this?” he said blushing looking down at his hard
on in his pants. “Get your girlfriend to take care of it,” he said
and left the boy in the closet. 
Takashi’s Pov
Yeah maybe that was a little harsh, but I was hurt. I went to 
my favorite spot, a stairwell that had the perfect view of the 
front gate. I was ditching class but oh well, my boyfriend was
leaving me for a woman, what luck. 
Clang…clang…clang…clang…
I heard a weird noise and looked to the gate and saw some 
weird guy banging against the gate. What the hell is that?
The teachers went out to investigate but they seemed to 
underestimate whatever that thing was. It bit the male 
teachers arm, he screamed and fell back. He spasmed as his 
blood spewed everywhere, he stopped moving when suddenly
he sprang up and bit into the other teacher’s neck. Oh fuck!



I raced to class ignoring the teacher. “Listen some guy killed 
the teachers at the front gate no bullshit!” he said, shocking 
everyone. Hisashi stood up in shock. “What are you talking 
about?”
“I saw them, we have to leave now!!” Hisashi looked into my 
eyes, and he could see I wasn’t lying. “Alright let’s go!” 
“Hold it!” Rei stood up, glaring at me. “This has to be some 
sick joke, you are just trying to get Hisashi in trouble!” I 
couldn’t hold back, I slapped her. 
“We don’t have time for this come with us if you want, but 
we have to go!” I dragged them out of the room. It wasn’t 
long before the screams were heard over the p.a. system 
confirming my story. 
After stopping to pick up some weapons, I got a bat and 
Hisashi gives Rei a broken boom, with a screw tip. “I’ll be 
fine since I got a black belt,” he says and I wanted to punch 
him. 
“Idiot, I’ve seen these things, one bite is all it will take, if you
don’t want to die then keep distance between you and Them!”
I snap and push an extra bat into his hands.
We had wasted to much time, the students were panicking and
getting picked off and infected, soon there was more of Them 
than us. 
Rei got distracted by a zombie teacher, I’ll admit she was 
good in a fight, I’ve seen her matches but these weren’t 
humans anymore. Even stabbing them in the heart did nothing
to slow them down. It knocked her down and it looked like it 
was gonna bite her. 



Hisashi ran up and hit wildly, one head shot and the thing was
down for the count. “Head shots, that’s what we need to do!” 
I say and I give her back her weapon. 
We keep going and a girl who had a bite mark on her shoulder
crossed our paths. “Please help me!”
“Stay away!” I shout, and Rei looks at me in shock. “Takashi 
we can’t leave her!” 
“She’s been bitten, she’ll turn!” she just glares at me and I 
turn to Hisashi for support. “We don’t know for sure she will 
turn, let’s help her out.”
The girl comes with us but I keep my eye on her. She cries 
out in agony as the change takes hold of her, Hisashi was to 
close and she pinned him, he tried to grapple with her but her 
body wasn’t normal. Rei was frozen in fear, but I wasn’t 
going to let him die! 
I hit her in the head with the bat, she went down and didn’t 
get back up. I pull him up. “Hisashi are you okay? Did she 
bite you at all?” checking him over he looked fine. I could see
in his eyes he was really scared but was trying to hide it. 
“I…I…I’m okay she didn’t get me,” he said and I embraced 
him. “I’m so glad you’re okay!”
Rei pouted but I felt Hisashi cling to me. I was a little happy, 
but happier that he was okay. 
They decided to listen to me now. We kept moving, using a 
fire hose we blasted them swarm and sent them smashing 
against the rails. 
We made our escape down the halls towards the front gate. 
We saw a swarm of them trying to claw their way into the 
nurse’s office. “Let’s get them!” 



End Pov
Takashi and Hisashi swung away and smashed their heads. 
“Takashi, Hisashi!” They heard. 
“Kazu!” the brunette raced forward and hit the zombie that 
was trying to bite him. “You okay?” Kazu nods but he seems 
shaken up. “Just relax you are safe.”
“Thank you,” he says and he is helped up. Foot steps could be
heard and the two face the door. “Takashi!” they hear, and the
young male relaxes.
“Morita, Imamura!” Morita and Imamura were Takashi’s 
friends. “Takashi!” They rushed in. Morita was holding his 
guitar which was covered in blood. Morita has blonde hair, 
that is spiked in the middle, he has light-green eyes. Imamura 
has reddish-brown, shoulder length hair, brown eyes and has 
earrings. Imamura was freaking out a little, it was clear they 
had both seen some things. “Are you guys alright? No bites?”
Imamura was shaken up but he shook his head no. 
One of them had come after him, he stuck his cigarette in his 
face and ran, he watched people get eaten.  It was enough to 
put things into perspective. Takashi pulled him into a hug and 
Imamura broke down clinging to his friend. 
“I was practicing my guitar and then...they...they...they tried 
to eat me man!” Morita is freaked. “So I swung and hit and 
hit.” he sniffled. He joins in the hug and Takashi swings an 
arm around him. 
“We are getting out of here.” he tells them. “Take a breath and
calm yourselves we need all the help we can get.” Hisashi felt
a little jealous, he knew they were Takashi’s friends, but he 
couldn’t help but feel a tad jealous at the attention.        



They gather the medical supplies with Miss. Shizuka and they
make a move. Imamura takes a broom from the supply closet 
and breaks off the broom part. They run across Saeko, and she
is impressed as they assist in sweeping the kills. Morita and 
Imamura assist, but followed close to Takashi.  
Kazu was still a bit uneasy. “They aren’t human anymore you 
have to fight, don’t let them scare you and aim for the head,” 
Takashi tells him and Kazu’s heart beat increases. “I will, 
thanks again Takashi-kun,” Hisashi twitches at the honorific. 
He saw the look in his eyes and felt a bubble of jealousy well 
up inside, for the second time that day. 
“Let’s keep moving,” he says and brings the group to move 
once more. Takashi’s stirring words, help Kazu summons his 
strength and he kills his first one of them. They moved and 
ran into Kohta and Takagi. 
“Kohta you are okay!” Takashi says and Kohta smiled. “You 
bet, thanks for the warning, if not for you we’d be dead 
food!” 
Kohta liked Takashi a lot, he stuck up for him when others 
tried to bully him. He actually got in trouble because of that, 
he’s earned tons of detention time for getting into fights, all 
protecting him. “I’m loaded and ready to fight,” he raised his 
modified nail gun. 
They got the keys to the minibus, and they planned to go out 
and find their families. As they headed down to the main 
entrance the ran into a group of survivors. They came with in 
hopes of getting out. 
Thanks to Takagi’s data they tested out a theory. These dead 
were blind, and seemed to hunt by sound. “I’ll test your 



theory,” Takashi said and Kazu gasped. “You can’t if she’s 
wrong you’ll be killed.” Hisashi was also worried but didn’t 
say anything. 
Takashi smiled. “I’ll be alright,” he stepped out into the 
swarm of zombies and Takagi was right, he threw a shoe and 
that lured the dead away. They raced out but one of the 
survivor’s tools hit the metal railing. 
The echo rang out and the dead were drawn. “Run!!” No used
being quiet now, the group rushed out taking out any of Them
that got too close. They were joined by another small group. 
“Hurry get to the bus!” 
They ran to the minibus, some didn’t make it, but Takashi 
tried to save as many as he could. Miss Shizuka started the 
vehicle. “Wait don’t leave us!” The group turned and saw a 
group of students being led by Mr. Shido. 
“We can’t leave them,” Takashi said, but Rei grabbed him. 
“Leave him!” Takashi blinked in surprise. 
“Just hold the bus, I’ll go help them.” He ran out and began 
smashing the dead. Saeko came out for the assist. Imamura 
and Morita stood guard for the bus, taking out nearby dead 
that got too close. “Hold the line!” Morita shouts. “I know I 
know!” Imamura shouts and stabs a nearby undead. 
One of the dead grabbed Tsunoda and brought him to the 
ground. “Sensei help me!” he cried as he tried to push the 
dead girl off him. “Sorry looks like your not gonna make it 
it’s to bad,” he said and continued running. “No I don’t wanna
die!” 
Takashi came in swinging the bat down low and knocked her 
off. “Come on let’s go,” he helped him up and Tsunoda 



couldn’t believe it. ‘He saved me?!’ he rose up and the two 
made it to the bus. 
Another boy had fallen and twisted his ankle, Takashi was 
gonna save him but he got bit and the dead swarmed him to 
fast. “I’m sorry!” he shouted as they passed. 
Tsunoda couldn’t believe it, Mr. Shido was gonna leave him 
to die, but Takashi not only came to save him but he actually 
cared about his fellow students. 
Once on the bus they drove off. The good doctor didn’t 
hesitate to drive over the dead. They tear through the gate ad 
drive down the street, they were looking for a way into the 
city to find their families.

To be continued

Chapter 2 City of the Dead
Driving away from the school did little to ease the minds of 
everyone on the bus. People were pretty shaken up, they had 
watched friends and faculty alike, get killed and made into 
one of them. Blood and death, having to fight for survival, to 
make that split decision kill or be killed. No matter how much
they say the people aren’t alive anymore they were human 
once. 



Everyone was pretty shaken up. What’s more, the sirens and 
distant roars of people did little to ease everyone’s fears. They
turned on the radio, most of the stations were down but the 
emergency broadcast channel was going. “The government 
has begun to discuss the emergency measures. The 
mobilization of police has been frantic.” she changed the dial.
“Over 10,000 have been victimized so far.” Gun shots were 
heard before screams, then static. 
“There was a problem with out remote, we’ll broadcast the 
story from inside the studio. The condition outside seem to be
extremely chaotic, so stay home and indoors unless it’s 
absolutely necessary for you to go outside.” The radio was 
turned off. 
Takashi was frustrated. If they had been warned many more 
lives could have been saved. “They are doing there best to not
incite a panic, though I fear it may be too late.” Saeko says. 
“Yeah, from panic to chaos, and chaos breaks down all order, 
and when the order is gone, you might as well hand the world
over to the walking corpses.” Saya confirms. It seemed the 
whole world was going crazy. They could worry about the 
dead later, they needed to find out if there families were okay.
Rei was more than on edge. 
One of the survivors they brought on the bus was Koichi 
Shido, Rei is quite terrified of this man. He wasn’t a well 
liked teacher to be sure. Yet there was deeper meaning to this 
fear. Hisashi knew as Rei confided in him, so he to was on 
edge. Even Saeko spoke his name with disgust. In the chaos 
no one saw him leave a child to die, or heard what he said to 



him. Tsunoda however, who had survived thanks to Takashi’s 
help did.
“Everyone, listen up, we did it. We made it out alive.” 
Takashi says, hoping to lift some spirits. It worked for the 
most part. “Thank God we did!” Hisashi says. 
“Yes, it truly is god’s blessing.” Shido says walking the hall 
of the bus. He stops by Saeko’s seat. “I take you are the 
appointed leader.” Saeko was cleaning her wooden sword. 
“There’s no such thing, we all work together in order to 
survive.” 
Shido’s eyes narrow. “That’s not good, in order to survive we 
will need a leader.” his eyes curved up in a sister way. “A 
leader who bears everything with valor, with confidence.” 
“You’ll regret this.” Rei whispers to Takashi. “I guarantee 
you’ll regret saving him!” 
“The city!” Yamada, one of the survivors shouts. He has short
black hair and light brown eyes. Several streams of smoke 
rose out from the city. Kurokami was freaking out. Talking 
how dangerous it was to be heading into the city. 
“We should have stayed at school, barricaded ourselves and 
stayed safe.” he says. 
Kohta glares at him. “If you wanna go back no one is 
stopping you, you guys ran to us to save your sorry asses.” 
Takashi was about to step in when...
Nurse Shizuka slammed on the breaks making everyone lurch
forward. “Okay all of you, that’s enough!” she snaps. “I need 
to focus on driving, I can’t do that with all this yelling.” 



“How about you tell me what you want to do then.” Takashi 
says. Kurokami glares at Kohta. “I don’t feel safe with that 
loser with a weapon!” 
“Like hell I’d hand my weapon over to you!” he glares 
pointing his weapon at him. 
“Both of you stop it.” Takashi snaps. Kohta lowers his 
weapon. Kurokami looks to Tsunoda, he knew that he and 
Takashi didn’t get along, hoping for some back up but it 
seems the boy is in shock.  
“We all need to keep a cool head.” Hisashi steps in. “It’s for 
the best for our survival. I know your scared but...” 
Clap Clap Clap Clap
Everyone turned to Shido. “You see conflict like this only 
proves my point. We need a leader.” he leans in close to 
Hisashi and Takashi. “Surely neither of you want such a 
difficult responsibility on your shoulders?” he asks. 
“And what you want to run, that’s rich.” Rei snaps getting up.
“I’m a teacher, of course I should, and while mature, you lot 
are just teens.” he stands up straight and proud. “That alone 
makes it very clear who is most qualified to assume such a 
role.” he turned to face the students that he had lead. “I have 
experience, why just moments ago I saved all these brave 
students.” 
Tsunoda freezes. ‘Doesn’t he remember he left me to die?’ he 
felt sick. 
“You didn’t really save anyone.” Morita says. 
“Yeah, we stood guard fighting off the walking dead, in 
Takashi had to run out and help save you guys.” Imamura 



snaps. Shido fights back a glare. ‘You little delinquents how 
dare you defy me.’ he thinks. 
Despite the protests, some of the students stood up and began 
to applaud for Shido as leader. Shido gets in close to Tsunoda.
‘I know he has some issue with Takashi I can still win him to 
my side.’ 
“Well Tsunoda-kun, don’t you trust me to keep you safe.” the 
man’s words were like ice. “As a teacher it’s my honor and 
duty to protect you students.” 
‘Please stop!’ he thinks. 
“We are facing a new world we must be strong if we want to 
survive.” In the end he stands up and crosses over to 
Takashi’s side. Standing with Takashi was; Imamura, Morita, 
Kazu, Kohta, Saeko, Rei, Saya, Hisashi, and Tsunoda. 
This came as a surprise to Shido’s side as they thought he 
hated Takashi. They were always getting into arguments at 
school. He even said he wouldn’t shower with him in gym 
class. Shido plays it cool. “Well there’s nothing I can do if 
you don’t want to act in accordance with us.”
“What us, what are you talking about?” Takashi asks. 
“I told you, while mature you are all too young to lead. By 
default as the eldest here I shall lead us all!” he says. He had 
the others eating out of the palm of his hand. Rei had enough 
of the guys presence, she got off the bus. “Rei wait!” Hisashi 
followed, which made Takashi follow, and surprisingly 
Tsunoda. 
“When we get to the city we’ll get off I don’t want you to 
leave.” Hisashi says and Rei turns around and slaps him. 



“You think I’m blind, you think I don’t know what’s going 
on?” she snaps. 
“What do you mean?” he asks, cupping his cheek. 
“It’s so obvious, you are in love with Takashi!” she says. 
Takashi blushes, as does Hisashi. 
“Guys can we discuss this later we are so close to the city.” 
Takashi says. 
“Why do you care, if I’m gone you can have Hisashi all to 
yourself!” she snaps. “You love him admit it!” 
“That’s not true, if you were to leave Hisashi would be sad. 
You are right I do love him, but I also want him to be happy, 
you make him happy so I want to protect you to.” 
Before they could get back on the bus a loud horn blares, 
headlights come barreling down the road. “You need to 
move!” Saeko shouts. 
A huge bus full of the walking dead, ripping people a part was
speeding towards them. The windows were tinted red with 
blood. It hits a car and flips. Takashi grabs the other three and
pushes them out of the way, they get stuck as the now burning
bus is wedged in the open pass. They were cut off from the 
others, the bus burning making it impossible to climb. 
“So much for getting back on the bus.” he gets up and the 
others follow. 
“This is all my fault.” Rei says looking down.
“No it’s that bastard Shido’s fault!” Tsunoda says. Saeko 
rushed out of the bus. 
“Are you guys alright?” her shout stirred Them up. The 
walking dead, on fire rose from the bus towards the noise. It 
seemed fire couldn’t stop them, Saeko had to fall back. “The 



police station, meet up at the east police station.” he calls. 
“Seven o’ clock. If not today then tomorrow same time.” 
They are forced to part ways, the bus leaving them behind. 
They escape the tunnel before the city bus explodes. The boys
pant. Tsunoda comes up to Takashi. “So you are gay?” he was
blushing.
“Yeah, is that a problem?” 
“No, you see I...I like guys to...and I...um I like you.” he 
confessed. 
“Ehh?” he gasped. Before he could respond a zombie with a 
helmet pounced on Takashi.
“Takashi!”  
To be continued

Next Time...Streets of the Dead!



Knowledge Emperor
Izzy was working on a way to get everyone back to the digital
world. He creates something that awakens something inside 
him. With new knowledge in hand he starts taking over the 
digital world, and he will bring down even his comrades. 



Chap 2 Capturing Courage

Playing with the digimon really got Izzy thinking. He had 
already gotten awakened to his past and present, but now he 
had practical experience. Tai was their leader, he took charge, 
and tried to keep them all safe. He also trusted each of them, 
using their own strengths. 

When Tai was gone they all fell apart. One by one, and Tai 
got them all back together. There was something special about
him, it was why he needed Tai first. It wasn’t just because he 
wanted Tai’s cock first, no not at all. 

Izzy sits and watches Tai play soccer, seeing him kick and 
watch that mighty man meat shift in those shorts. He came to 
all of Tai’s games unless he had something with his parents. 
He watched Tai work up a nice sweat scoring the winning 
goal for his team. 

After his victory, Izzy followed Tai to the locker rooms, he 
watched Tai strip out of his soccer uniform, his tiny tool 
lurching at the sight. Tai was so toned, that soccer player 
body was so mouth watering. His skin was flushed from the 
game, making him look even more erotica as he stripped off 
his clothes. 



Izzy stared memorizing every inch of him. ‘Was he always so 
beautiful?’ he thinks feeling his cock throb. The jock strap fell
and Izzy nearly jizzed himself. ‘Yes, yes he is!’ Tai’s dick 
wasn’t even hard and it looked so big. 

He stretched in his nakedness, before heading off to shower. 
While Tai went to get clean, Izzy however got a little dirty. 
From his experience with the digimon, scent became a bigger 
intrigue to him. He brought the jock strap to his nose and took
a deep whiff. ‘Ohh yeah!’ He slipped his hand into his pants 
and began playing with his cock. ‘Tai!’ 

Meanwhile…

Tai stood under the shower, letting the warm water wash over 
his body. He sighed, and cleaned up. ‘I wonder what Izzy 
wants to talk about.’ he thinks. Normally the boy didn’t wait 
for him let alone follow him into the locker rooms. ‘He must 
have something important to talk about.’ He thinks, while 
washing his hair. 

He washes lower and starts washing his crotch, cleaning his 
soft 11 incher, and washing his balls. He hums in delight 
fondling his family jewels, stroking his cock as the water 
cleansed him.  

As he cleaned himself...Izzy played with his cock, sniffing the
soccer player’s jock, his 2 incher throbs and pulses in delight. 



He cums, hot semen spraying into his underwear, just as Tai 
finishes his shower. His jock strap back in place and the 
brunette none the wiser. Even as his friend stares at his wet 
naked form, water dripping erotically from him. ‘Holy fuck!’ 
Izzy feels his cock harden despite the climax he had. 

“Say Izzy is there something you wanted to talk to me 
about?” he asks, not hiding his dick in the slightest and 
instead focuses on drying off. He didn’t even notice Izzy 
staring. 

“As a matter of fact yes.” he takes his eyes off Tai’s swaying 
cock. “I may have found a way to go back to the digital 
world.” 

The towel dropped, and Tai rushes over to Izzy. “Really!?” he
says excitedly. “That’s amazing!” he hugs Izzy, the young 
genius blushing as red as a tomato. ‘So naked!’ 

“We should go tell everyone.” Tai rushed over to get dressed. 
He bent over to pull on his boxers. Giving Izzy a look at his 
tight hole and plump ass, the nerd got a nosebleed. By the 
time Tai gets dressed, he’s recovered from the bloody nose. 

“We can’t, it’s not fully tested, but once we do we can give 
everyone the good news.” he explains. Tai finishes getting 
dressed. 



“Yeah, that sounds good, no point getting everyone’s hopes 
up.” he grabs his bag that has his digivice. “Let’s go!” 

Izzy leads Tai to the computer lab. Using his own digivice he 
opens the gate to file island. Tai brings up his digivice, and he
is drawn in. Izzy following him just a few seconds after. 

Tai looks around and he smiles. “You did it!” Tai cheers, 
looking at Izzy. “This is amazing!” Izzy gives him a smile. 
‘It’s time!’ 

“Tai, Tai,” the boys hear, and a small dinosaur like digimon 
comes racing towards them. The brunette's eyes glistened. 
“Agumon!” he runs forward. 

Agumon comes racing towards them. Tai didn’t question the 
ring on his claw, too happy to see his partner. The two raced 
for each other until they embraced. “It’s good to see you 
buddy!” 

“It’s good to see you Tai!” he says happily. Tai didn’t notice 
the ring on Agumon’s claw, nor did he notice the second. 
Agumon clasped the ring on Tai’s neck. “Now we can finally 
be together!” he says. 

Tai’s eyes flash, as knowledge fills his brain. He always knew
he was gay, the company of other guys always excited him. 
Now he knew who his master is, the knowledge of obeying 
his command. At the same time Izzy got all of Tai’s 



knowledge, those lonely nights where he fantasized about his 
friends, even Izzy.  

He looks back to Izzy. “Izzy...” he says smiling, the male is 
silenced as Izzy captures his lips. ‘I love you Tai!’ he thinks. 
Tai moans into the kiss, and Izzy deepens the kiss. The 
courage crest holder kisses back, their tongues matching and 
caressing the other. ‘This is great!’ 

Agumon uses his claws to shred Tai’s clothes, he wouldn’t be 
needing them anymore. Tai’s cock hardens slowly, swelling 
and rising to full mast, Izzy’s hands roam over his naked 
form, feeling muscles, memorizing every inch of him till he 
reaches Tai’s ass and cups the plump cheeks. “Mmhhmm!” 

Their kiss only breaks for air. “Come Tai, let me show you 
my empire.” he leads the soccer player, followed by Agumon.
Tai’s hard 11 incher bounces and bobs as he walks. The tour 
ends at the pleasure room, where Tai sees a naked Leomon, 
with his ass left high in the air, his hard dick throbbing 
between his legs. Agumon steps forward, and mounts the 
anthro digimon, stuffing him with his massive 14 incher. 

He realized Leomon’s ass was Agumon’s reward for 
capturing him. He watched his little friend pound the furry ass
making Leomon howl, his own massive dick, twitching 
beneath him. “Tai,” the leader turns to his new master. 



Izzy stripped, revealing his hard 2 incher. Tai approaches Izzy
and kneels. “Tai, I need to satisfy my curiosity.” he says, 
bringing his foot to Tai’s crotch. The brunette moans and 
bucks his hips. “You’ll help me satisfy that curiosity, right?” 
he rubs his foot against Tai’s dick, using his toes to squeeze 
the boy’s cock head. 

“Yes!” he moans. Pre spills over his soles and between his 
toes. Izzy smiles and spreads his cheeks, exposing his tight 
hole. 

“I want to know how it feels to be fucked by you Tai.” The 
brunette obeys, crawling forward and kissing Izzy’s hole. 
“Ohhh!” Tai licks his entrance, lapping at the boy’s tight 
pucker. 

Tai caresses Izzy’s legs, feeling them up as his tongue works 
his hole open. Darting it, he slowly forces the hole open. 
Once open enough the wet muscle pushes inside, wiggling 
into his ass. “Tai!” he moans. 

Izzy plays with one of his nipples with one hand, and his tiny 
tool in the other. Tai’s tongue wasn’t as big as Leomon’s but it
felt very nice as it worked its way inside him. ‘Tai’s kissing 
my ass, french and deep!’ his toes curled in delight. 

It was just an appetizer of what was to come. Tai’s tongue 
fucked his ass, wiggling and curling and getting his hole nice 



and wet. Tai’s own cock twitched excitedly, pre overflowing 
and running down his dick. 

“Tai...ohh Tai I’m cumming!” Tai pulls back just in time, as 
Izzy cums, his seed pelting Tai’s face in ropes of white. Tai 
shudders and pumps his own cock, he coats his cock in his 
pre. 

“Are you ready master?” Tai asks, not even bothering to wipe 
his face. Izzy smiles and spreads his legs. “Fuck me!” Tai 
lines up his cock, the tip rubbing against his entrance. 

Izzy felt so excited, this was really happening. He could feel 
the head kissing his entrance and he was about to lose his anal
virginity to Tai. His heart was racing, and his cock was hard 
again. 

Tai pushed forward, and both boys moaned. Inch after 
glorious inch stuffed Izzy’s hole. Tai’s dick stretched him 
wide, sinking deeper and deeper. The brunette rocks back and 
forth a bit, letting Izzy adjust to his size, before giving him 
more. “Ohh Tai, so big!” 

“Izzy, so tight!” he moans. He pulls back till only the tip was 
inside, before filling him up again. A few minutes pass, and 
Tai finally buries his length inside him, his balls resting 
against Izzy’s ass cheeks. 



‘So full!’ Izzy shudders, his toes curl in delight. The red head 
wraps his legs around Tai and draws him close. “Ohh yes!” 
Tai stills inside him, letting Izzy’s inner walls massage his 
cock. 

The genius groans. “Tai move, please!” 

“Yes sir!” he pulls out, and thrusts back in, his hefty balls 
smacking his plump cheeks. 

“Tai!” the boy moans, every thrust made his insides feel so 
hot. Back and forth, back and forth, the friction was mouth 
watering. “Tai yes!” he moans. 

The soccer player pants and moans, driving into Izzy faster 
and faster. A hot pace is set, the teens being driven higher and 
higher in pleasure. Izzy wraps his arms around his neck, and 
pulls him into a kiss. Tai kisses back, their tongues dancing in
an erotic dance.

‘This is great, so good, Tai’s cock is amazing!’ Izzy feels hot, 
his tiny tool twitching, pre soaking his crotch. ‘This is anal 
sex, prodigious!’ He was fucked in his throne. Tai’s cock 
brushing his sweet spot again and again. 

“Tai...cumming!” he howls, back arching as he climaxes. His 
semen erupts between them, his insides tightening around 
Tai’s thrusting cock. “Fuck, Izzy!” he moans, he gives a few 
thrusts into his clenching heat, his own climax hitting. 



Tai cums deep into Izzy’s body, making the nerd tremble in 
delight. His seed coats his inner walls, and pumps deep 
inside. “Ohhh!” Izzy shivers. Tai’s cock softens and slips out 
of his ass. 

His cum starts leaking out of the emperor’s ass. “So sexy!” 
Tai says staring. 

Izzy smirks and creates a new ring. “I can get even sexier 
with your help.” He slips the ring over Tai’s cock, it shifts 
clinging to his dick perfectly. It pulsed and Tai moaned. His 
cock rose back up to full hardness. 

“How?” Tai asks. 

“Give me your cock,” he reveals his new digivice. “Offer it 
up to me.” His digivice lights up revealing his crest. Tai does, 
feeling his cock tingle. One inch drops from Tai’s arousal, 
going from 11 to 10 inches. 

In that moment Izzy’s cock grows to 3 inches. Izzy palms 
himself. “I need more Tai, give me more!” Tai moans as 
pleasure tears through him, his cock tingles and shrinks 
another inch. 

As Tai shrinks Izzy grows, he was up to 4 inches, and he was 
able to pump his new cock. Tai watches. ‘Bigger!’ he thinks 
and feels his penis tingle and he loses another inch. Izzy’s 
dick grows to 5 inches. “Thank you so much Tai!” 



Izzy pumps himself, loving how Tai watches him. Tai in turn 
plays with his own shrinking cock. A tingle is felt and his 
cock shrinks again and he watches as Izzy grows again. He 
licks his lips, he wanted to wrap his lips around the growing 
cock. It looked so good on him. 

Tai cums and one more inch is taken away from him. “Izzy!” 
he moans as he cums. His cock had gone from 11 inches, to 6 
inches, his cum shoots all over his pumping hand. Despite his 
orgasm he was still hard. 

Izzy climax hits hard and he blows his load all over Tai, 
painting the former leader in thick ropes of cum. ‘So hot!’ he 
thinks as he looks over Tai’s body now marked in his cum. 
His cock had grown from 2 inches to 7. He could have taken 
more, but he felt this was fair, he had other targets to claim 
after all. 

“I control your body and your mind Tai,” he says and his 
digivice reacts. Tai moans as his body is forever changed. His
cock would remain permanently erect, and his man hole was 
now for mating only. His body would break down food one 
hundred percent, this would give him a boost of energy to 
keep his cock hard. “What do you say?” 

“Thank you master!” Tai says happily. He crawls forward and
starts sucking Izzy’s new dick. 



“Ohh yes!” Izzy moans, his hand coming into brown locks. 
Tai slurps and sucks him, moaning in delight, he licks along 
his shaft. ‘Tai belongs to me now.’ he thinks as he stares at the
male’s ass. 

It was time to take his new dick for a test drive. 

To be continued...Love for the Emperor!



Ninja Gems

In the ninja world their exists gems and humans, these two 
have unique powers, humans capable of harnessing the power
of chakra, while gems harness the unique gem energy 
allowing them to perform a special kind of magic. The danger
came from the hybrids a child of human and gems capable of 
using both powers. It was a frightening aspect, both sides had 
issues with these, while some saw them as rare treasures 
others saw them as monsters. 

Characters

Naruto: (Size: 10, 13 in teen form) Hybrid Ruby – Left Palm 
– Gem Weapon: Shield – Nin Ability: Chakra Chains

Sasuke: (7 inches) Sapphire – Right Palm – Gem Weapon: 
Sword – Gem Ability: Sharingan Fire Manipulation

Kiba: (9 inches) Amethyst – Right Palm – Gem Weapon: 
Claws -

Shikamaru: Peridot – Chest – Gem Weapon : Helmet -

Chouji: Amber – Navel – Gem Weapon : Mace -

Itachi: Black Sapphire -??? - -???- Gem Ability : Sharingan

Pearls



Sakura – Pink – Forehead – Spear

Ino – Yellow – Chest – Spear

Hinata – Blue - ??? - Spear

Kurenai – Indigo -???- Spear

Kakashi (Size 8 inches) – Silver – Upper Back – Spear – Gem
Ability: Sharingan Lightning Manipulation

Human Ninja

Minato (Hokage) (Size 8 inches)

Asuma (Jounin)

Shino (Genin)

Iruka (Chunin)

Fusions

Shikoji (Shikamaru/Chouji) Tall, four armed and four eyed 
male, the upper eyes were a peridot color, and the lower were 
amber has Shikamaru's Hair style but Chouji's hair color. 
Gems in Navel and Chest. Gem Weapon : Armor

Minaruto (Naruto/Minato) Tall, long wild mane, two blue 
eyes, four arms, and Naruto' whisker scars, cock is 16 inches. 
Gem Weapon - ???

Sasuto (Naruto/Sasuke) Tall, two armed male, he had Naruto's
style of hair but it was black, with a touch of blonde 



highlights. He wore an open black jacket and black pants with
an orange line running down the sides. He had three eyes, one
eye was red the other blue and the third eye was the 
sharingan, Gem Weapon: Sword and Shield  

Kibato (Naruto/Kiba) Tall, two armed male, one red eye one 
purple. Kiba's markings but blue in color. Brown hair with a 
blonde streak. Wears an open jacket and fishnet shirt and 
black pants. Gem Weapon: Buzz Saw Shield 

NaSaKi (Naruto/Sasuke/Kiba) a giant, two legs, a huge 
chiseled body, 6 arms Sasuke's gem was in the upper right, 
Kiba's gem was in the lower right, while Naruto's gem was in 
the middle left. The fusion had a wild mane of hair, it was 
black with streaks of blonde and brown, plus some red purple 
and blue. He had a handsome face and he had two red eyes, 
one purple and one blue beneath the two red ones. He was 
wearing his ninja head band over his forehead. The fusion 
was shirtless and wore half orange half black pants. Gem 
Weapon: Shield/???



Chap 1 Konoha Ninja

The ninja world was a strange one, their existed two kinds of 
beings. Humans and Gems, while humans possessed chakra 
the gems possessed this unique gem energy. Both seemed to 
push each other to get stronger, ninja found ways of creating 
weapons through chakra forging and gems began putting their
gem energy into learning ninjutsu. However the chakra forged
weapons were not nearly as powerful as gem weapons, and it 
took Gems longer to learn and even perform ninjutsu. Ninjas 
had nin beasts they could summon, and gems raised gem 
beasts, ninja's had bloodline traits and gems had fusion. The 
danger came from the gem hybrids, capable of using both 
gem energy and chakra. 

Both sides had fear of this creature, it opened up new and 
dangerous possibilities. 

Iruka looked over his class roster, he had a few prospects for 
Genin. 

There was Sakura Haruno and Ino Yamanaka; Sakura was a 
pink pearl (forehead) and Ino was a yellow pearl (chest). The 
two had a rivalry as most pearls did. Hinata was another 
Pearl, but due to her timid nature she was transferred to the 



medic team. All pearls were capable of summoning a similar 
spear like weapon. 

Then there was Shikamaru and Chouji, Shikamaru is a 
Peridot (chest) and Chouji is an Amber (navel). Shikamaru's 
gem weapon is a helmet, but he rarely uses it, as it's a drag to 
him, and he learned ninjutsu from his father and is able to 
control shadows. Chouji was master of shifting his form able 
to increase the size of his body parts more than any other 
gem, his gem weapon is a mace. The two were best friends 
and had a strong bond, their fusion Shikoji was a tall four 
armed male, he was ripped with fine pecs and toned stomach, 
he had four eyes. With Chouji's personality and Shikamaru's 
brains he was a fierce fighter. He keeps Shikamaru's hair style
but gains Chouji's color, and he has the Akamichi spirals on 
his cheeks. Their combined traits allowed them to create full 
body shadow armor that could defend and attack at will. 

Another unique pair was Kiba Inuzuka and Shino Aburame. 
Kiba is a Amethyst (right palm) and Shino is a human. 
Despite their bond gems could not fuse with humans, hybrids 
not withstanding. Kiba had a pet gem beast Akamaru, and 
Shino had the ability to control insects. Akamaru could shape 
shift into Kiba, and they were capable of a fusing technique 
but it was dangerous, it didn't last too long and it always made
Kiba get poofed after. 



The most intense pair was the Naruto and Sasuke duo. Naruto
is a Ruby Hybrid (Left Palm) and Sasuke was a Sapphire 
(Right Palm). Naruto's gem weapon was a shield, and his 
ninja ability he inherited from his mother he was capable of 
unleashing chains from his body, he studied hard and learned 
the Multi Shadow Clone Technique as well. Sasuke's gem 
weapon was a sword and like his family possessed a powerful
eye technique called the Sharingan. This power was both the 
sapphire's blessing and curse. You see the Sharingan was 
capable of copying and seeing through any jutsu they saw, 
allowing the sapphires to use any jutsu they see. This led to 
the clan's end, a man seeking the power of the Sharingan 
wiped out the clan and broke their gems, he would have killed
Sasuke as well except Itachi stopped him. However Itachi 
was consumed by his anger, and his gem turned black and he 
left the village.   

It was the danger of any gem, to late their hate consume them 
and taint their gem turning it black. With their gem corrupted 
it warped their personalities and they became a danger to 
anyone and everyone around them. So far there was no way 
to cure this phenomenon. 

Iruka looked over the list, these were the ninjas approved for 
the genin rank. He was a bit nervous sending them out into 
the world as they were, but he had to have hope these were 



the future. He was sure they were all celebrating in their own 
way.

-x-

“Oh fuck me, fuck me Naruto!” Minato, the fourth Hokage, 
and Naruto's human father was laying on his back his legs 
spread, his hard 8 inch dick bouncing and bobbing as each 
thrust came, his pre dripping onto his abs. He was currently 
getting thoroughly fucked by his son. Just not the son he 
expected to see for 5 years. 

Being a gem Naruto's physical form was a state of mind. He 
aged like any other human would but he could temporarily 
accelerate the process. His gorgeous 18 year old son was well 
built, fine pecs, rock hard abs a nice man bush crowning his 
crotch, and his dick oh fuck his dick he had 13 inches of pure 
man meat thrusting into his tight ass, his son's big balls 
slapping his ass with each thrust. 

“You are still so tight, you have a truly fine hole pops.” he 
gave thrust after thrust, giving them long and hard so Minato 
could feel every inch. His left hand took hold of his cock, his 
gem glowed and Minato moaned as energy and warmth 
poured into his length. 

“Nooo Naruto if you do that I'll cum!” Naruto ignored him 
and stroked him with his left hand, his gem giving pleasurable



pulses over and over. “Cumming!” Minato fired spurt after 
spurt of his manly cum. Naruto was ready and aimed his dick 
so the first spurt pelted his face, and the rest splattered his 
chest and abs, and the rest dripping down into his pubes. 

“Ahh so tight pops I love it!” he kept thrusting into the older 
man's body. His hot inner walls hugging his dick, practically 
sucking him with each pull back. “Here it comes!” Naruto let 
out a moan, and his cock expanded as he spilled his seed 
inside his belly. “Ahh!” thick baby batter filled the man's 
body, his belly getting filled to the brim, and his insides got 
soaked. “You full pops?”

“Yes I'm stuffed!” Minato was drooling, in the process of 
being filled the older man had another orgasm, adding to the 
mess on his abs. 

“Good,” Naruto's gem glowed and he reverted back to his 13 
year old form. “That's good,” his cock had shrunk a bit, but he
was still larger than his father at 10 inches. His length slipped 
from his hole, and left it gaping and filled with semen. 

“Naruto!” the man's hips bucked up. 

“Oh right, almost forgot.” his gem glowed again and he 
conjured a blue dildo in the shape of his 13 incher. He stuffed 
his dad's hole and plugged him up. “Man your ass sure has 
gotten greedy, have I been spoiling it too much.” he smacked 



the man's ass and the male groaned. His hole clenched around
the toy sealing it up. 

“I just miss you a lot, being the Hokage I don't get to see you, 
and when we did see each other we were always training.”

“Well it's good we were I made it to genin rank. I'm an 
official ninja now.” Minato smiled, he liked seeing his son so 
happy. It was also cause of their training a certain incident 
happened. 

Naruto had used his chains to attack one of the dummies but 
this one had an exploding tag it went boom and Naruto got 
sent flying. Minato rushed in and caught his son, but then 
something strange happened there was a flash of light and the 
two fused into one. It was not a planned fusion so their form 
was a little unstable. 

Minaruto was born, he was a tall hunk of a man, he had a 
wild mane of blonde hair, Jiraiya would be proud. He had two
blue eyes, and whisker like scars on his cheeks. He had firm 
pecs, rock hard abs, four arms, and while you couldn't see it 
the fusion was hung! He was rocking a full 16 incher with a 
matching set of big balls. “Whoa what happened?” 

“We fused!” this was a lighter pitch. 

“We fused?” 



“Yeah...guess we could since I'm part human.” this was 
something new, more intense for his feelings for Kushina, 
they were one being yet not. Minato was swimming in a sea 
of new feelings and sensations, the only thing keeping him 
grounded was Naruto. Inside what you could call the fusions 
soul Minato was naked and being held from behind, it was so 
comforting and warm he didn't want it to end. Sadly the 
fusion wasn't stable and the two separated.  

Minato couldn't help but look at the younger blonde in a new 
light. He pushed such thoughts out of his mind, he tried 
dating for a time, woman did nothing for him anymore and 
while men's company was nice it left him empty. So he when 
he found time to satisfy his own needs he found himself 
playing with his ass, something he hadn't tried since he was a 
boy experimenting. He pumped his dick and fingered himself 
with two fingers, his pleasure rose higher and higher, until his
fingers brushed his sweet spot and sent him spiraling over the 
edge. “Naruto!” he cried out, toes curling as his seed 
splattered his chest and abs. 

Naruto came in upon hearing his name, and saw his dad in a 
state of lust. Cum on his pecs and abs, hand around his dick 
and fingers up his ass their was no denying this. Minato 
blushed feeling a mix of emotions. “Jeez pops if you wanted 
help getting off, you should have just told me.” Naruto 



walked to the bed, his gem glowed and his clothes faded 
away in an instant. 

Minato gasped seeing his son's huge rod, to be outclassed by 
his own son at such a young age was humiliating, and to 
make matters worse that aroused him. Naruto removed his 
fingers, and slathered his cock with Minato's seed. He pushed 
in and Minato moaned happily. His body felt like it was on 
fire, sparks of pleasure coursing through him. His toes curled 
and his cock lurched. He felt full and complete once more and
he couldn't go back. 

The rest was history, and Minato has found himself his son's 
personal fuck toy, and was loving every minute of it. He 
could choose to be more than that, but he was still the 
Hokage, and in the eyes of the world Naruto's father, this led 
to restrictions to their relationship. Gem's however did not 
have the same view as most humans, love was love. The way 
things were now worked, and he was fine with staying the 
course. 

It was definitely interesting, Naruto seemed to know things 
things that would turn him on before even he realized it. He 
knew all his sensitive spots that made him moan and beg, and 
on special nights he would be tied up and Naruto would fuck 
him for hours showing off the gem powered stamina. 



Maybe it was their fusing, Kushina had always tried to 
explain it to him but he could never quite grasp it. He dealt 
with a lot issues between people and gems it wasn't easy but 
when he looked at Naruto he knew it was all worth it. 

“Pops don't you have a meeting?” 

“In 30 minutes, guess I should go shower.” 

“Good luck!” Naruto kissed him on the lips and Minato went 
to shower. With each step he felt his son's seed slosh inside 
him, and was reminded of his fullness. 

Minato showed up, dressed in his Hokage robes. Jounin were 
standing around him. Kurenai an indigo pearl, Asuma was 
human, Kakashi a silver pearl, these three jounin would be 
the ones to train the next generation of genin. There was a lot 
of discussion, and back and forth, but Minato would have the 
final say on the matter. 

“Kurenai you will be assigned Sakura, Ino, and Hinata. 
Asuma you will train Shikamaru, Chouji and Shino. As for 
you Kakashi you will train Kiba and Akamaru, Naruto, and 
Sasuke.”

Kurenai wasn't pleased, but held her tongue on the matter. It 
was quite common for pearls to teach pearls as they were the 
best at understanding them. Kakashi was not a normal pearl, 
he was a rare breed to say the least, and the most skilled ninja 



of the three. “I trust you will each perform your tests fairly, I 
look forward to seeing your results.” 

To be continued

Chap 2 Team Bonding

Kurenai was pissed. She was now saddled with three pearls, 
one who lacked confidence, and the other two were too 
obsessed with the Uchiha to focus on ninja training. 'How do 
they expect for pearls to be taken seriously if they don't 
focus?' Kurenai was an indigo pearl, and like most pearls she 
was treated fine, but it was common knowledge gems lacked 
physical strength compared to other gems. What they excelled
at was illusions, healing or defense. Everything changed with 
Hatake Kakashi, a silver pearl, he trained hard and managed 
to become one of the best ninja's of Konoha, when he gained 
a certain object his skills jumped even further and became 



known as the Copy Ninja. 'I had hoped to have him as an 
alley, but his loyalty to the hokage makes him weak, we don't 
need a human leader. If only I could my hands on a hybrid.'

-x-

The chosen nin assembled and awaited for their teachers to 
arrive. “Oh yeah, official ninjas, this is awesome, right 
Akamaru?” the gem beast barked happily in response.

“Cool it Inuzuka wouldn't want to have an accident.” Kiba 
turned towards the voice and glared at Sasuke.

“Shut it Uchiha.” he growled, which brought the wrath of 
Sasuke's fan club.

“Don't speak to Sasuke-kun like that.” Sakura and Ino ganged
up on Kiba and began to pummel him.

“Ah hey ah oof ah!” he thought he was gonna get poofed, but 
a red barrier suddenly appeared and forced the two pearls 
away from him.

“That's enough,” Naruto stood in between them.

“Thanks Naruto,” Naruto helped him up. Naruto's gem 
resonated with Kiba's and the dog boy was healed. Kiba 
blushed, feeling Naruto's gem energy flowing through him. 
“Thanks again.”



“Well we gonna be teammates, it's only natural we help each 
other out.”

“Oi Naruto, don't think cause your the Hokage's son makes 
you special!” Sakura shouted.

“Yeah, you're just a hybrid freak, if anything your dad should 
be pretty embarrassed.” Ino added.

Naruto paid them no mind, he knew all to well he was far 
from an embarrassment. He knew all to well some of the 
more proud gems saw hybrids as abominations.

“Well we all know your dad is embarrassed by you Ino, from 
what I heard you barely passed your exams.” Kiba glared at 
her. Ino huffed and walked away.

“Thanks Kiba,” the two fist bump.

“Anytime, don't listen to that harpy, she got nothing in her 
head but Sasuke.” the two laughed.

Sasuke closed his eyes and tried to ignore his two teammates.

“Naruto, it seems we won't be on a team.” Shino walked up to
Naruto.

“Yeah, it sucks, you me and Kiba would have been 
awesome!” He gave Shino a hug, and the bug nin shivered. 
He was thankful his collar hid his blush. “But we can look 
forward to team ups.” Shino nodded.



Asuma arrived and collected his team, Kurenai showed up a 
bit later and got the pearls. Kakashi was late. “Oh man what's 
taking him so long.” Kiba slumped against the desk.

Naruto looked between his team, Kiba and Akamaru were 
bored, and Sasuke was irritated. Naruto's gem glowed and out
popped a deck of cards. “Let's play, till our sensei arrives.” he
began to deal and even made sure to give cards to Akamaru. 
Kiba was pleased that Naruto saw Akamaru as more than just 
a pet, and Sasuke enjoyed the distraction.

Kakashi was surprised to see the four playing cards. “Well I'm
impressed meet me on the roof.” he vanished, and Naruto put 
the cards away. The four went to the roof and sat before their 
sensei. “Alright now that we are all here let us begin. I am 
Kakashi Hatake, also known as the Copy Nin, I'm a silver 
pearl and the gem is placed on my upper back, my weapon of 
course is a pearl. My likes and dislikes are none of your 
business.” the boys sweat dropped. “Alright Inuzuka you first.
Share and show us your gem weapon.” he summoned his 
spear and pointed it at Kiba.

“My name is Kiba Inuzuka, my favorite food is beef jerky, I 
like dogs and those who treat dogs with respect and...” he 
took a look at Naruto, and blushed quickly changing the 
subject. “I dislike people who abuse dogs. I'm an Amethyst 



and my gem is in my palm, my gem weapon is...” his gem 
glowed and his arm was encased with a gem claw. “And I can
even make two.” both hands were encased in his gem 
weapon. “This is my partner Akakamaru he's a gem beast. We
have a strong bond.” Akamaru barked in agreement. “Our 
interests include long walks, and training.”

Kakashi had a good look on Kiba, and he noticed the quick 
look towards Naruto. “Alright Uzumaki you next.”

“Okay , my name is Naruto Uzumaki, I'm a gem hybrid ruby. 
My favorite food is ramen, I like to train and learn new jutsu. 
My dream is to one day surpass my dad and become Hokage. 
My gem weapon is...” he summoned his shield.

“Alright Uchiha you go.” he pointed at Sasuke.

“My name is Sasuke Uchiha. I'm a sapphire, my favorite food
is rice balls and tomatoes. Theres very few things I'm 
interested in and my dream...no my goal is to find the one 
responsible for destroying my clan and bringing him to 
justice.” Naruto looked to Sasuke. He had heard the reports, 
but he knew Itachi the gem was not the kind of person who'd 
kill his entire family. “My gem weapon is a sword!” he 
summoned the weapon. “I will achieve my goal, and I will 
restore the Uchiha clan.”



“Alright well that was informative.” he dispelled his weapon 
and the boys did the same. “Alright before we close this little 
meeting there are some things we need to discuss. First of all 
learning to summon your gem weapon means as gems you are
able to become genin, however I will be giving you a test 
tomorrow and should you fail you will be sent back to the 
academy for a whole other year.”

“What?!” the four (Akamaru barking in surprise) gasped.

“However before I can give you the test, as gems you must be
capable of one more thing. Fusion.” this caused the boys to 
blush. Sure they had learned the steps, but they were never 
allowed to attempt fusion in school. Kiba learned his at home 
same for Naruto.“Well we can count Sasuke and Kiba out.”

“Huh why is that?” Naruto asked in confusion.

“Ahh yes, I should explain. You see there are gems of the 
same type for example both Kiba, his mother and sister are 
also Amethysts but Kiba's gem resides in his right palm, 
Hana's resides in her chest, as does his mother's. While it 
would be possible for Sasuke to fuse with Hana, but since his 
gem also resides in his right palm you two can't fuse 
together.”

“Feh no skin off my bones.”



“Likewise, I have no interest fusing with someone who reeks 
of dog.”

“What was that?!” Kiba growled.

“Enough!” Kakashi separated them. “Naruto you and Kiba 
prepare to fuse.” Kiba's cheeks burned.

“You ready?”

“Yes!” he coughed. “I mean yes.” Naruto took Kiba's hand 
and the two began to dance. As they moved their gems began 
to glow. Kiba was losing it, his lips curved up in a smirk and 
he began to grind against the blonde. Naruto grinned, and 
began feeling up his partner. A hand roamed down his back 
and groped his fine rear. “Ahh grr!” he gave a pleasured 
growl.

Kakashi's eye widened, their dance was so hot, the way they 
moved was so wild, down right erotic. Poor Sasuke was 
finding it hard to look away, and yes he was finding it equally
hard to hide his arousal. Kiba buried his face in Naruto's neck,
taking in a big whiff of his scent, the blonde's hands wove his 
fingers through the male's hair massaging his scalp.

Their gems glowed brighter and brighter until the two were 
consumed in light. Their form changed, the new fusion had an
open jacket and was wearing a fishnet shirt and black pants. 
Judging by the bulge in the fusions trousers he was hung! He 



had brown hair with a streak of blonde on the right side, he 
had Kiba's markings though they were blue. He opened his 
eyes and he had one purple eye and one red eye. They were 
slightly taller but nowhere near huge, and to Kakashi's 
surprise they only had two arms. “Ahh that feels good!” the 
fusion stretched. “This is awesome!” he jumped into the air 
and flipped. He was fast and with each punch into the air the 
nin could feel his power. “What do you get when you cross a 
Naruto and a Kiba, Kibuto sounds good!”

“Excellent, now try and fuse your weapons.”

“Sure thing,” he summoned his claw in one hand, and the 
shield in the other. The weapons fused together and formed a 
bad ass looking buzz saw like shield. He tossed the shield, 
and he could control with his energy, possibly Naruto's 
chakra. The blade tips released wind and it was a powerful 
weapon. “Oh yeah we are awesome!”

“Alright you two, time to un-fuse.”

“Do we have to?” he put his hands behind his head.

“Come on, we have another fusion test to perform.”

“Fine, but you'll see me again.” the body glowed and the two 
separated. Kiba was being held by Naruto, the dog boy was 
trembling.



“We are definitely gonna do this again!” Naruto says and rubs
Kiba's back.

“Yeah...looking forward to that.” it took a bit for the two to 
separate. Kiba already missed the warmth and smell the 
blonde provided. Much to the gem's embarrassment he had 
cum, his seed soaking the underwear he wore. Akamaru could
smell it, but he approved of the bond so he'd do everything in 
his power to get the two together.

“Alright Sasuke you are up.”

“Uh sure,” he got up, shifting his clothes to hide his obvious 
arousal.

Naruto who has fused with someone before was used to the 
effects of fusion. He was ready to go again. The two began to 
dance, Sasuke was nervous, it could be seen in the way he 
moved and matched Naruto's movements. It was certainly 
taking longer for them to sync up their moves. The blonde felt
kinda bad.

He leaned in close. “Sasuke relax, I got you.” Sasuke's face 
turned a brilliant shade of red.

“No no I can't do this! I'm not ready.” he freaked, and pushed 
Naruto away, but that caused Sasuke to fall back. Naruto 
moved fast, he caught the Uchiha's hand and pulled him in 
close.



“It's okay,” he rubbed Sasuke's back. “Don't be scared and 
relax.” Naruto went slower. This dance more like a waltz.

Sasuke was blushing, in this position, in their current 
closeness he knew the blonde could feel his hot hard cock. 
Still Naruto kept moving, dancing around with Sasuke in a 
slow waltz. Kakashi was shocked, and soon their gems began 
to glow.

“Yeah that's it Sasuke, perfect.” Naruto's words were making 
him shiver. The dance ended with a dip and the two became 
enveloped in light.

The fusion stood and like Kibuto wasn't a giant and only had 
two arms, but he had three eyes. He had Sasuke's hair color 
but in Naruto's style, with a touch of blonde highlights. Open 
black jacket showing off his pecs and abs, black pants and 
again was nicely hung. The black pants had an orange line 
running down the sides. The left eye was red, the right eye 
was blue and the third eye was a sharingan. He looked hot as 
hell. “Wow we did it.”

“We did it?” the fusion looked himself over. “Oh my god we 
did it!” he felt tingly all over. “Let's see a Sasuke and a 
Naruto we'll be Sasuto!” he summoned his sword and shield. 
The shield was smaller, and the sword was thicker. Their 



weapons couldn't fuse but it seemed they complimented each 
other enough.

Kiba felt oddly jealous, he crossed his arms and looked away. 
Kakashi clapped. “Well done both of you, I think that's all for 
today.” Sasuto glowed and the two split. Sasuke trembled, his 
legs gave out and Naruto held him. The Uchiha was panting 
and trying to catch his breath.

“That was intense.”

“Yeah, it was really fun.”

Sasuke like Kiba had cum from the intense sensations, it was 
taking a minute for him to calm down. “Well then boys you 
are ready to take the true test. I suggest you prepare 
yourselves.” Kakashi vanished.

“Well guys how about we hang out at my place.”

“That sounds good, but I can't gotta head home and help my 
mom, rain check?” Kiba asked. 'Plus my underwear is 
completely soaked.'

“Okay, how about you Sasuke?”

“I can't, it's been a long day but rain check.” Sasuke backed 
away. His cheeks burned as his semen ran down his legs. “We
should all prepare for tomorrow.” Sasuke and Kiba left and 
Naruto went home. They had had a big challenge tomorrow, 



little did they know they just showed Kakashi their fusions, 
and the jounin would be ready for them.

To be continued

Chap 3 Passing the Test

Minato and Naruto were sitting down to breakfast. Well 
Naruto was sitting, Minato was kneeling between his son's 
spread legs. His mouth enveloped his cock, bobbing back and
forth as his tongue did naughty tricks to the underside. 
“Something wrong?” Minato looked up at him. He looked so 
cute with his mouth wrapped tight around the boy's manhood.

His eyes fell and he returned to sucking. Naruto sighed in 
pleasure and let the man work, Minato wasn't even touching 
himself, and yet his cock throbbed painfully, he rubbed the 



gem's thighs. He loved how such a little action made him 
twitch in his mouth. “Mmhmm!” Naruto gripped his hair and 
his release washed over him. Hot seed poured into the older 
blonde's mouth. Minato blushed and his own cock twitched 
and he spilled his seed. “Ok what's wrong?” 

“I heard you fused with Kiba and Sasuke, Kakashi gave his 
report. You and them seemed to really hit it off.” he couldn't 
meet his gaze, he knew one day Naruto might find someone 
else, someone his own age or another gem. Kushina always 
told him how powerful fusion was, having experienced it 
himself with Naruto he knew it was true. 

“Oh so that's what you are worried about.” Naruto pet his 
head. “Baka, even if our family grows, you will never be left 
behind.” 

“You mean it?” 

“Yeah, no one will ever make me forget about you.” he kissed
his forehead, and Minato smiled. The younger blonde kissed 
his lips. “Something for you.” Naruto's gem glowed and he 
materialized a very large dildo. He watched as Minato licked 
it, and got it nice and wet. He put it in himself, stretching his 
hole wide and the blonde moaned.

“So warm!” he shuddered, it radiated heat that stroked his 
insides. 



“Keep that in you for the rest of the day, and I'll remove it 
once I become a genin.” Naruto got dressed.

“Just be careful son, Kakashi is a skilled ninja, and a powerful
gem.” the younger blonde just grinned.

“I know I've been thinking all night of ways to beat him.” 
with one last kiss he headed towards the meeting spot. Minato
ate a proper breakfast and would carry the toy inside him all 
day, every step he takes causing the toy to rub against his 
sweet spot. It was gonna be a long day. 

-x- At Kiba's House-x-

“Fuck Fuck Fuck!” the naked Inuzuka stroked his 9 inch cock
with his gem hand, while playing with his hole with his non. 
The room reeked of sweat and cum, the gem ninja having 
been jerking off a lot. He couldn't help it. Fusing with Naruto 
was by far the hottest thing he had ever done. The dog nin had
jerked off plenty of times before, what hormone fueled teen 
hadn't but he had never played with his hole before. 

After fusing with Naruto it was like a whole world of doors 
was opened to him. He teased his nipples, played with his 
balls, fingered his ass, and more. His face, chest, arms, abs, 
crotch, legs, and even his feet were covered in semen. It 
wasn't just his own body, he had ideas things he wanted to do.
He always thought he'd be top dog, but now his thoughts 



included Naruto taking the reigns and making him do all 
kinds of pervy things, and it excited him to no end. He 
wanted to fuse with Naruto again, badly, but it was more than 
that he wanted to be with the blonde not just as a fusion. 

“Naruto!” Kiba howled as he had another powerful orgasm. 
His semen hit his face, dripping onto his tongue, the rest 
splattered his chest before spilling over and soaking his 
crotch. He removed his fingers from his ass and laid back in 
bed. “I got it bad.” 

Akamaru barked. “Damn I'm gonna be late!” he ran into the 
bathroom to get a shower. 

-x- At Sasuke's House-x-

Sasuke whimpered. The Uchiha woke up from a very 
powerful wet dream, his boxers and bed spread soaked in his 
jizz. He couldn't stop thinking about Naruto, and how it felt 
being fused with him. He felt so strong, and yet so safe and 
warm. He hadn't felt like that in a long time. 

He stood under the shower spray, as memories of the dream 
flashed in his mind. His 7 inch cock hardened and a shy hand 
reached down and began tugging on his manhood. His 
foreskin was pulled back and forth across the head, his 
sensitivity showing. “Naruto!” he came his seed being 
washed away. He was torn he wanted to fuse with Naruto 



again, but he had heard things about fusion that the person 
you fuse with can see into your mind, your memories and 
dreams. 

Sasuke liked Naruto, but didn't know if he was ready to let 
someone see him. He got dressed and headed to the training 
ground. 

-x-

The three gems arrived, and had to wait for their sensei. “This
is gonna be good. I can't wait to become a genin.” Kiba says, 
stretching his arms up above his head. 

“Don't be over confident, we are up against a jounin.” Sasuke 
scolds. 

“If your scarred, then you can give up now.” Kiba snapped 
back. 

“Guys relax, we got this if we work together we can pass the 
test.” Naruto patted them both on the shoulder.

“With him no way!” the two said in unison before turning 
away from each other. 

'This isn't good.' he chuckled nervously. 

Kakashi showed up finally. “Alright everyone the test will be 
a duel between you three...” Akamaru barked. “Ahem four 



against me. The match will be simple come at me with the 
intent to kill. I will fight you off, to pass this test you have 
only a few options. Option 1: Force me to submit.” he raised 
one finger. “Option 2: Revert me to gem form.” he raised a 
second finger. “Option 3: Force me to use my full power.” 

Kiba punched his palm. “Sounds easy enough.” 

“Wait a minute how can we fail this exam?” Sasuke asked. 

“Fail any options 1-3 of course, but should you be poofed and
reverted back to gem forms you will be sent back to the 
academy.” 

“What?!” the trio gasped. 

“It should be obvious, in battle once you are poofed you can 
be captured by an enemy or worse broken. Ninja gems who 
are not ready can not make it in the ninja world.” his serious 
tone shook them. “All methods are open, you may even fuse 
if you think it will defeat me.” 

“Ha sounds good, hey Naruto…? Huh?” Kiba turned but 
Naruto was gone. Even Kakashi was surprised. 

“Where is he? Don't tell me he ran away.”

“No, he realized the test has already begun.” Kakashi took a 
step forward. Sasuke reacted and vanished fast, he needed 



time to build up his energy. Kakashi looked to Kiba. “Not 
gonna run?” 

“Heh, no way me and Akamaru can take down one pearl.” 
Akamaru morphed into Kiba only with noticeable differences,
he had white hair instead of brown, and his markings were 
purple instead of red, and he still had his dog tail. “Ready 
Akamaru?” 

“Bark!” the two took a fighting stance. 

“Ohh, you think I'll be an easy win, let's test that theory.” 
there was a faint glow coming from Kakashi's back and the 
man pulled out a spear. 

“Ha my weapon can handle that.” his gem glowed and his 
hands were encased in his metal claws. “Let's go!” the two 
rushed at Kakashi. 

The silver pearl fought them off, easily defending himself 
with his spear. “Damn, why can't we hit him?”

 “You have both speed and power, and you two are synced 
very well...however...” Kakashi moved faster and quickly 
knocked Akamaru away with his spear, doing a quick spin he 
then rammed it into Kiba's gut. The two went flying back. 
“You should not rush in against an enemy unless you know 
you can beat them.” Kakashi zipped forward and began to 
wail on Kiba, smacking him around with his spear. 



“Grr!” he caught the spear. “Enough of this, Akamaru!” he 
dove back and was joined by Akamaru. “We'll show you the 
power of the Inuzuka clan!” they gathered wind around them. 
“Fang Over Fang!” the two tore through the air in a fierce 
tornado of wind, diving towards Kakashi. 

“Impressive, but not good enough.” he either dodged their 
attacks or deflected them with his spear. “For gems it's harder 
to perform ninjutsu, it takes time and energy, but since I'm 
using pure gem energy I can go all out without using 
ninjutsu.” his spear glowed and he fired bursts of energy from
the tip. Akamaru got hit and reverted back to dog form. 

“Noo Akamaru!” Kiba broke his jutsu, and that was his final 
mistake. Kakashi quickly pinned him down with his spear. 
“Damn it!” 

“You lose!” he was about to stab Kiba, if he did Kiba would 
poof for sure. Before he could a chain whipped out and coiled
around Kakshi. “What?!” 

“Not gonna happen!” Naruto's chain hauled him up into the 
air and sent him flying into the woods. Naruto rushed out and 
began checking Kiba. “You okay?”

“Yeah thanks for saving my butt.” Naruto's gem glowed and 
he released a warm light that began treating his wounds. “You
can heal?” 



“Yeah, with my gem energy.” he laughed. “You really 
surprised me Kiba, I didn't think you'd face him head on like 
that.” 

“Man I thought I could take him.” Once Kiba was healed 
Naruto got to work on Akamaru. 

“He's not known as the strongest pearl for nothing. In fact I 
think he was going easy on you.”

“What? No way!” 

-x-

While Naruto saw to Kiba, Sasuke took his chance to go and 
fight Kakashi himself. 'I can do this, I'm ready!' he found 
Kakashi in the woods. 

“Well I wasn't expecting that, but Naruto is a hybrid I better 
be careful of him.” a barrage of weapons came flying at him. 
Kakashi deflected them with his spear, and was caught off 
guard as Sasuke came in his sword burning with flames. He 
slashed through Kakashi's spear. 

“You should be more careful of me.” He released a slash of 
flames. Kakashi dodged using substitution jutsu. 

“Not bad Sasuke, combining your gem weapon with an 
element is a pretty advanced technique, most gems are not 
even capable of it.” 



“I'll show you what I'm capable of!” he began weaving hand 
signs. “Fire style fire ball jutsu!” he blew a massive fire ball 
at the teacher. 

Kakashi's gem glowed and a barrier formed around him. It 
took the blast and he didn't budge an inch. “Alright then...” he
weaved more hand signs. “Fire style: flame stream!” he 
released a full torrent of flames at Kakashi, but the barrier 
took it and didn't even leave a crack in it. “No way...” those 
were his two best jutsu and he couldn't make a dent. 

“You certainly have a handle of fire style, I'm impressed but 
you couldn't shatter my barrier, and you'll waste what little 
power you have.” Kakashi knew all too well. “Let me show 
you what I'm capable of.” his barrier began to spark and 
radiate with energy. 

'He's trying to psych me out, I got one more jutsu, I'll hit him 
with everything I got.' he tightened his fists and began 
weaving new signs. “Fire style: fire flower jutsu!” a barrage 
of fire balls went flying at Kakashi's new barrier. 

“Here's your first lesson Uchiha, this is the power of 
adaptability.” the balls hit his shield and something new 
happened. “This is my counter shield!”

“Counter shield?” suddenly Sasuke's fire balls were thrown 
back at him even stronger. Sasuke's gem reacted and erected a



bubble to defend himself but it was torn apart quickly. 
“Gaaaaaahhhhhh!” he rolled across the ground. 

“While it is possible for all gems to erect a barrier using their 
energy, a pearl's barrier is considered the strongest. I took 
what I learned from facing other gems and ninja and 
advanced my barrier to new heights. You are strong what you 
lack is experience.” a chain whipped out from the forest. 

“Now Uzumaki Sealing Chain!” 

“Not again!” his counter shield couldn't reflect this, since the 
power was not offensive the chain coiled around the barrier. 
Kakashi was trapped in his own barrier. 

Sasuke stood up and rose to meet Kiba and Naruto and 
Akamaru. “I almost had him.”

“Sure and you getting blasted back was all part of your plan?”
Kiba teased. 

“Guys it's clear we can't beat him, one on one.” 

“What about you, that chain jutsu of yours?”

“It only worked cause I caught him by surprise, besides my 
sealing jutsu won't hold him for long. So we need a real 
plan.” he began to heal Sasuke. 



“Let's fuse.” Sasuke said, taking Naruto's hand. “We can beat 
him as Sasuto.”

“What? No way we need Kibuto! Naruto fuse with me!” Kiba
says. 

“No...yesterday Kakashi watched us fuse as both Sasuto and 
Kibuto and saw our combined gem weapons. He's no doubt 
come up with a plan to handle us. Let's face it he has 
experience, the only way we are gonna win is if we try 
something crazy.”

 “He's too strong!” Sasuke grumbled. 

“I can fuse with Akamaru he hasn't seen that we can take him 
by surprise.” 

“But fusing with a gem beast will cause you to poof.” Kiba's 
shoulders sank. “There is only one way...we fuse.”

“We've been over that it won't work.” 

“No, we...” he pointed to the three of them. “I'm talking a 
threeway fusion.” 

“But we can't, we have gems in the same spot, we can never 
fuse.” 

“We can fuse if I am the core.” he offered his hands. “Let us 
try I have faith in our strength.” 



Kiba chuckled. “Well you said it'd be crazy. I'm with you.” 
Kiba took Naruto's non gem hand. Naruto pulled Kiba close 
and the male nuzzled his neck. 

Sasuke was hesitant, fusion was so power and amazing when 
it was just two. However the sound of Naruto's chains 
cracking soon helped him make his decision. “Alright let's do 
this.” he was blushing as he took Naruto's gem hand and got 
pulled close. “I trust you.” 

“Now together.” their gems glowed and light surrounded 
them. 

Naruto's chains broke and Kakashi dispelled his barrier he 
was the first to witness their threeway fusion. “Oi, no way.” 
Their bodies merged into one, the light almost blinding as the 
new form began to emerge. 

It was a giant, two legs, a huge chiseled body, 6 arms Sasuke's
gem was in the upper right, Kiba's gem was in the lower right,
while Naruto's gem was in the middle left. The fusion had a 
wild mane of hair, it was black with streaks of blonde and 
brown, plus some red purple and blue. He had a handsome 
face and he had two red eyes, one purple and one blue 
beneath the two red ones. He was wearing his ninja head band
over his forehead. The fusion was shirtless and wore half 
orange half black pants. 



The fusion landed and even Kakashi was stunned. He knew 
fusion beyond 2 was possible but it was powerful stuff, a 
weak core would result in instant poofs or worse the fusion 
going out of control. “Sensei...” Kakashi blinked and looked 
up to meet their eyes. “You gotta be careful I don't know how 
well we can control ourselves yet.” 

Inside his soul the trio was naked. Kiba and Sasuke were both
hard and writhing against Naruto. The blonde's hands roamed 
their back sides, caressing them and keeping them calm. 
Naruto was equally hard and he felt them rubbing their cocks 
and balls against him so wantonly. Both males were clinging 
to him not wanting to separate. “Here we go!” 

The fusion's middle hands came together and formed the 
chakra gathering sign. “Hmm?” Kakashi conjured his barrier. 
'What is he up to? Wait…'

Inside his soul. Naruto looked to Sasuke. “You first.” he 
kissed Sasuke hungrily, his tongue slipping into the Uchiha's 
mouth, while two fingers plunged into his man hole. Sasuke 
moaned. 

The fusion's upper arms began forming hand signs. “Fire 
Style: Fire Ball Jutsu!” his gem hand went to his mouth and 
he blew a mightier fire ball than before. It fired faster than 
before two, Kakashi was hit, and while his barrier took the 



blast he was sent flying back, the land burning in his wake. 
The barrier was cracked but didn't break. 

“I see, Naruto's part human, so he can mold chakra much 
more freely. It gave Sasuke's jutsu the power it lacked before. 
Still I won't be so beaten easily.” his gem glowed and his 
barrier repaired itself. “If I pour more energy into it, I can 
make it stronger.” 

The middle arms didn't move, but the upper arms began to 
weave the same signs again. “Fusion Jutsu: Fire and Wind 
Style: Grand Fire Ball Jutsu!” the fusion created a massive 
fire ball, the wind boosting the power and size of the flames. 

“Oi oi oi!” the jutsu was released and Kakashi's barrier 
cracked under the sheer power. He tried to repair it but it was 
too strong his barrier broke and he got blasted and most of the
forest was burned away. Kakashi's upper shirt was burned off 
exposing his fine chest and abs. His back was exposed and 
you could see the silver pearl placed neatly between his 
shoulders. “Well played, but that's not the only barrier I can 
make.” he formed his counter barrier. 

Inside the fusions' soul. Naruto removed his mouth from 
Sasuke and removed his fingers as well. Sasuke whined at the
loss but resumed his humping against Naruto. “Your turn.” He
kissed Kiba and filled his ass with his fingers. Kiba moaned 
hotly. 



To Kakashi's surprise it was the lower hands that began to 
move. Wind began to form around his hands. “Fusion Jutsu: 
Fang Over Claw!” the middle arms remained gathering 
chakra, but the lower hands let loose fierce tornadoes similar 
to what the fang over fang looked like. 

“What, he launched them?” the tornadoes struck his barrier. 
“No matter, if it's just two my barrier can...What?!” after the 
first two struck he saw two more coming his way. Not only 
that those lower arms were whipping out fresh one's like mad.

His counter barrier had no time to counter, the volley of 
attacks were relentless. It cracked and soon broke and 
Kakashi was blown away. “Did we get him?” four eyes 
scoured the mess of the training ground they made. 

Kakashi rose into the air, his clothing, besides his mask was 
gone and the man was bare ass naked. His soft 8 inch dick 
hung between his legs. “I commend you boys, you forced me 
to release my true power.” he raised his headband to reveal 
the sharingan eye. 

“Sharingan?” the fusion, shifted like it was about to fall apart.
“Keep it together.” Kakashi summoned his spear, but this time
it began surging with lightning. 

“I hope you boys can survive this. I'd like to train such worthy
gems. Lightning Spear!” he threw the spear. 



The fusion acted fast. All three gems glowed and a giant 
shield formed before them. The spear struck the shield and 
the fusion was thrown back. The fusion growled and from his 
non gem hands he shot out chains to try and stop his force. It 
worked but the spear began to dig into his shield, cracking it. 

'This is bad...it won't hold...we'll be poofed…' It was thanks 
to Naruto's quick thinking. The fusion broke apart and Naruto
tossed Kiba and Sasuke aside, just in time for the spear to rip 
through his shield. Naruto fell back, the spear ghosting over 
his form tearing apart his upper clothing before soaring into 
the distance. 

The trio landed. “Man...that was intense.”

“What do we even call that?”

“Hehe, NaSaKi, I think it fits perfectly.” Naruto said weakly. 

“Naruto!” the two rushed over to him. Kakashi walked over 
to the three. 

“YOU THREE!” he was very intimidating, even while buck 
ass naked. “Pass.” 

“We did? Really?” 

“Yes, and your first mission will be to repair the training 
grounds. Really talk about going over board.” 



“Hey no fair sensei, you should at least help.” 

“Sorry I would, but it's very breezy I need to get some new 
clothes on.” Naruto twitched with annoyance. 

“Uzumaki...” he summoned the last of his strength. “Secret 
Chain Bondage Technique!” Kakashi was suddenly grabbed 
and quickly hog tied, and strung up between two trees. 

“Oi oi Naruto-kun I'm sorry I'll help honest.” since Naruto 
used sealing chain, to tie him up he had no way of escaping, 
and to make matters worse being tied up was one of his turn 
ons and his cock was soon hard and dripping. 

“Leave him there, let's fix up this place together.” Their gems 
glowed and they touched the ground. “Gem Terra-Forming.” 
their energies seeped into the ground and began to fix the 
earth and trees that were destroyed in their fight. 

Once the job was done the trio plus Akamaru sat down to talk.
“Oh man Kibuto and Nasaki, we are so awesome.” 

“And we have Sasuto. I'm a little shocked we pulled it off.” 
Sasuke said. 

“Nah I knew we could do it. Together we are awesome!”

“Sasuke had a bit of a freak out there.” Kiba throwing an 
accusing finger at Sasuke. 



“He had the sharingan, but he's not an Uchiha. It was 
shocking.” 

“Well guess the nick name Copy Ninja Kakashi comes from 
that. Really he was so strong even before he used that, he 
doesn't rely on his eyes but instead uses it as another level.”

“Heh we are ninja now, that means we can go on mission 
we'll get stronger in no time.” Akamaru barked in agreement. 

“Experience, training, fusion, power, maybe it's possible to go
further and gain new strength.” 

“Of course as we grow stronger, and as our bonds do our 
fusions we gain even more new strength.” 

“Hahaha, looking forward to it.” Akamaru barked. “Ahh 
better get home, gotta tell my family the good news. See ya 
around Naruto, you to Uchiha.” Kiba and Akamaru left 
leaving the two alone. 

“Naruto...there was something I wanted to ask you about 
fusion.” 

“Hmm?”

“When we fused, did you see anything, in my mind.” 

“Ohh that, haha, don't worry Sasuke stuff like that is only for 
fusions who fuse for long periods of time, and even then it's a 



bond and feeling of trust. I wouldn't look where you don't 
want me to. So next time if the time comes let's fuse without 
fear.”

“You knew, how...” Naruto took Sasuke's hand. He placed a 
soft kiss on his lips. 

“I just can, I'm pretty good at reading people. So remember 
Sasuke you aren't alone and you don't have to be if you don't 
want to.” 

“Thanks Naruto. I'm gonna go home and train some more.” 
he got up and ran off. “I mean it, thank you.” 

Naruto smiled and got up himself. He walked over to the 
bound naked pearl. “Naruto please let me down.” 

“Is that really what you want?” Naruto ran a finger along his 
aching erect penis. Kakashi moaned and his cheeks flexed 
exposing his tight pucker. “It seems you need help, but being 
let down is not what you really want.” he licked two fingers 
and let them caress his man hole. The ring of muscle was 
surprisingly pliable. “Hehe have you enjoyed anal pleasure 
sensei?”

Kakashi said nothing, but instead moaned. Those fingers sank
in and Kakashi's penis lurched in pleasure. “So warm and 
tight inside.” his fingers wiggled about. “Is this why you were
late? Were you playing with your naughty hole?”



Again Kakashi said nothing. To busy rocking back onto those 
warm digits. “Naughty sensei but tell you what, I'll let you off
with some light punishment today and if you show up 
properly I'll reward you.” 

“Na...Naruto I am your teacher...we can't ahhh!” Naruto 
found his sweet spot and began to rub it. His cock was 
twitching like mad, he was so close to cumming. 

“We are ninja, and both of us are gems. You are my teacher 
sensei and my respect for you in that sense will never fade, 
but I sense we need to get stronger and we need our sensei to 
be focused and on time.” every word was amplified with a 
sharp push to his prostate. “What do you say?”

What could he say, No? That was the farthest thing from his 
mind. Yes? This was his student and his teacher's son, the son 
of the hokage, it weirdly made it hotter for him. Finally his 
perverted side won, all the years of reading Icha Icha and 
fucking his hole with a dildo, working his dick, teasing his 
nipples, and so many unfulfilled fantasies coming to the 
surface. “Please make me cum Naruto-sama!” 

Naruto pumped his cock and Kakashi lost cumming hard all 
over the ground beneath him. His toes curled, and his visible 
eye rolled up and his body trembled as he rode through 
possibly the best orgasm he had in a long time. Naruto smiled



and pulled a kunai from his weapon pouch. “Now for the 
punishment.”

“Huh?” Kakashi watched in horror, as Naruto shaved his 
pubes. In seconds the pearl was baby smooth. 

“Ahh that looks a lot better.” he slapped the smooth skin. It 
was oddly humiliating and equally turning him on. Naruto 
snapped his fingers and the chains released him. “Who knows
sensei maybe we'll even fuse one day.” 

Naruto left and Kakashi went to turn in his report. He thanked
Minato greatly for assigning him this team. He was looking 
forward to training them. Though something Naruto said 
bothered him. 

'He sensed they needed to be stronger? Can Naruto see into 
the future?' 

To be continued



Chap 4 Missions

Naruto was quite satisfied with how he left Kakashi, not to 
mention he was excited to have become an official genin. 
‘And here pop was worried.’ he chuckles. Naruto was quite 
good at fusion, having plenty of practice with his father, but 
still…

He blushed as he remembered the threeway fusion with 
Sasuke and Kiba. He had been their core, the center focus, 
doing his best to balance them. Both were such strong and 
conflicting forces, passionate and wild. Even for him it was 
intense, though he did his best not to show it. ‘If we need to 
do that again I’ll need to become a lot stronger.’ It wasn’t like 
they were the first Threeway fusion either. ‘Still, to think we 
were able to threeway fuse at all, it was epic!’ 

Naruto was so excited he rushed home to give his father the 
good news. Minato was waiting for him at the door, naked as 
the day he was born. “How did the test go?” he says. Naruto 
smirks at him. 

The blonde transformed taking on his older appearance. His 
13 inch dick bulging the confines of his pants. “What do you 
think?” he says and begins to strip. 

Minato blushed feeling his heart race. 



‘He’s super excited!’ he thinks before he’s whisked away to 
the bedroom. “Ohhhhhh!” he howled. Minato found himself 
laid across his older son’s lap. The gem hybrid toyed with his 
ass, rocking the toy in and out of him. “Oh fuck, Naru-ahhh!” 
Naruto brushed his sweet spot, making his inner walls tighten 
around the thrusting toy. His hard 8 incher wept, as Naruto’s 
13 incher rubbed against his abs. 

As Naruto fucked him with the toy, he told his father 
everything that happened. Minato had to listen, if he was 
caught losing himself to pleasure Naruto would stop. The 
hybrid left nothing out, the feeling of the triple fusion, 
defeating Kakashi, stripping him naked, tying him up and 
punishing him. He finished his tale and Minato came, the 
images of what he did to his student running through his 
head. “Amazing!” he moans, his cock lurches and blows his 
load all over his son’s thigh. 

Naruto pulls the toy out, and rubs his father’s ass. “I wish I 
could have seen it.” he pants. 

“The fusion or punishing Kakashi-sensei?” he chuckles as his 
father blushed. “Would you have watched?” he pulls his 
father’s dick back between his legs and pumps it. “Would you
have played with yourself as I teased your former student?” 



“Yes!” Minato moans. Again Naruto chuckles. There are no 
secrets between them, his father’s deepest desires are his to 
play with and bring to life. 

“On your back, hold your knees up.” Minato obeys laying 
back, he pulls his legs up, exposing his tight manhole. No 
matter how many times they fucked Minato remained 
wonderfully tight, be it his chakra system or Naruto’s seed 
healing him on the inside. 

Naruto’s cock was slicked up and positioned at his father’s 
hole. He pushes in and Minato howls in delight. ‘Sasuke is so 
worried about sharing thoughts, I wonder how they’d react if 
they saw all this?’ he thinks as he drives into his father’s 
body. The older blonde bucked and moaned, toes curling and 
back arching in pleasure. 

Minato was in heaven, the dildo was nothing compared to his 
son’s real cock. The friction the heat, his insides felt like they 
were melting, Naruto’s pre worked wonders filling him as he 
pulled out, soaking his insides. It made the journey back 
inside wonderful. Naruto’s heavy balls smacked his ass with 
every thrust, Minato’s stomach bulging from his son’s cock. 

He felt it, each time he went balls deep. His cock rubbed 
against his son’s abs spilling pre all over his muscles. 



Naruto’s left hand gripped his cock, the ruby glowing and 
Minato cried out. “Naruto!” he howled. His toes curled as he 
came, thick ropes of cum spraying all over himself. Naruto 
kept thrusting into his clenching heat, the ruby continued to 
pulse and Minato continued to orgasm. ‘He’s always so good 
to me!’ he thinks as he’s fucked to oblivion. 

Soon enough Naruto cums, and his large cock swells and 
pumps the hybrid’s seed into Minato’s tight ass. He releases 
Minato’s cock, and the manhood falls spent, laying in a 
puddle of cum. 

Naruto rests his forehead against his father’s his gem glows 
and the two fuse into one. Minaruto appeared and laughed. 
“Fuck the hell yes that was great.” he moans. He lays back in 
bed basking in his existence. Naruto shared his thoughts and 
memories of the day with his father. “Man I’m starving!” he 
gets up, yawns and stretches as he heads into the kitchen to 
eat. He let his massive 16 incher sway to and fro. 

“So missions start soon, guess I won’t be me for long. That 
sucks.” he says and runs his fingers through his massive 
blonde mane. He eats and drinks, basking in his existence. He
was the embodiment of their love, so it was great to be alive. 
“I think Naruto’s worried about being the core too much, their
fusion will get better the more the bond gets better, like me.” 
he says proudly, then laughs. 



He has some fun exercising and getting a shower, before 
returns to bed to fap. “Fuck, it feels so good to be me!” he 
moans, pumping himself with both hands. His climax hits and
he passes out in a mess of his cum. ‘Better enjoy this now, 
while it lasts.’ he thinks. 

Minaruto lasted until morning, before the two split, still held 
in a loving embrace. 

-x-

Naruto was so excited for his first mission. He wanted to go 
out and see the world. He had high hopes only to have them 
dashed when he realized he’d only be getting D Rank 
Missions. 

‘This is so boring!’ Naruto thinks. D Ranked Missions were 
given to new genin. This included in village missions like 
finding lost pets, retrieving lost items, walking dogs, 
babysitting, and even farming. This of course was to get the 
new students used to taking missions, and working together.

This did help build their team work...as a team they were 
equally bored. The first couple of weeks were fine, they did 
their missions, completed them and then trained. The first 
month fine, the second month was pushing it, by the third 
month the team was collectively pissed at all the D Ranked 
Missions. 



They were equally annoyed when they found out Kurenai’s 
team had gotten to take a C Ranked Mission already, and 
Asuma’s Team had already taken 2 C Ranked Missions. So 
after finding a rich ladies cat, for the fourth time in three 
months they gems were fed up. “Dad what’s with all these D 
Ranked Missions, we are strong we can handle higher ranked 
ones.” 

“Naruto, show the Hokage some respect.” Iruka scolds. He 
was assisting Minato for the day. “It’s fine.” Minato says. 
“Naruto, the missions you are given are important for your 
training.” 

“With all due respect Hokage-sama, we are bored with all 
these missions. We at least want to try a C Ranked one.” Kiba
says. 

“What’s the good of training if we don’t have a chance to test 
our skills in the field.” Sasuke adds. 

“Y-Yes...right?” Naruto didn’t want to be treated special just 
because he was the Hokage’s son. He was concerned that his 
dad might be trying to protect him, and keep him safe in the 
village. “Well I do have a C Ranked Mission I could give 
you.” he says and hands Iruka the file. 



“We just got this one, it’s an escort mission. You must deliver 
the bridge builder to the land of waves.” Tazuna enters and 
he...was drunk off his ass. ‘This guy is our mission?’ 

“These brats are gonna be my escorts?” he hiccuped, and 
takes another drink. 

While the drunk soured Sasuke and Kiba’s mood, Naruto 
however was happy. “A C Rank Mission, this is gonna be 
great!” he cheers. 

To be continued...From C to B: Danger lurks in the Mist!  



Yami No Luffy 

Luffy doesn't eat the Gomu Gomu no mi, which changes 
things for him. When he takes a beating to protect Ace and 
Sabo he's within an inch of his life. As luck would have it one
of Whitebeard's men was exploring the island and takes the 
boys in. Tier 1 Special

Characters

Luffy: Yami Yami Fruit: Captain: 10 Incher

Marco: Mythical Zoan – Phoenix: Navigator: 8 Incher 

Zoro: First Mate: 9 Incher

Usopp: 



Chap 12 The Straw Hats Counter: Run Usopp Run! 

Marco had finished up with Kuro’s men. “This guy is a 
demon!” one of them whimpered. Marco dusted his hands off.

“Now I’ll take out your ship.” he says, turning his arm into a 
burning wing. Before he could wreck the ship a chill runs 
down his spine. ‘Luffy?’ he used his observation haki, and 
sensed a great turmoil not towards the mansion, but Usopp’s 
house. ‘So many voices there, something isn’t right.’ 

He felt a pull towards the mansion. ‘Luffy is your captain 
now, you have to trust him.’ as much as he wanted to go help 
Luffy, his captain would only get angry with him thinking he 
was babying him. ‘Luffy you better be alright or I’ll never 
forgive you!’ he turned into a bird and flew towards Usopp’s 
house. 

Sham and Buchi were trembling in fear. “What the hell, that 
guy is really strong!” Sham says. 

“No doubt, it shows the legends of devil fruits are real.” 
Buchi says. They come out and watch Marco fly off. “Sham, 
Buchi!” they hear shout, and see it’s the acting captain Jango. 

“It’s time for plan B boys, I need you all to fight!” the men 
groaned, clearly exhausted and worn out. “What’s that? I 



think you guys need some treatment.” he pulls out his 
pendulum, and starts to make it sway. “Forget your pain, 
summon up your rage, get your revenge, rampage and kill. 
One, Two, Jango!” he says. 

His powerful hypnotism works its magic, as the men forget 
their wounds and rise up, taking up their weapons and give a 
loud roar. Sham and Buchi’s sadistic murderous sides were 
drawn out ten fold. They led the charge as they followed after 
Marco. 

-x-With Zoro and Usopp-x-

Usopp screamed in terror as Kaya ran at him, knife drawn 
back ready to stab him to death. Carrot, Onion, and Pepper 
tripped her up, causing the knife to come down between 
Usopp’s legs, an inch or two higher and he would have been 
neutered. “Kaya you have to stop!” the Usopp pirates 
shouted, but the girl was not listening. 

Zoro had his hands full with some of the villagers, but he 
noticed how Kaya was still trying to go after Usopp. 
“Usopp!” he shouts. “Leave this to me and run!” 

“What!?” The long nosed male gasped.

“She’s only after you, if you run she’ll chase you, just keep 
running.” he says and blocked the town’s butcher. “I can deal 
with these guys.” he says. 



“You monster I won’t let you kill the villagers!” he says 
pointing his slingshot at him. “Captain!” the boys groan, 
trying to hold Kaya back. 

“Have a little more faith in me, I can deal with this without 
killing anyone now go!” he shouts. Kaya grabs the knife and 
starts swinging it, forcing the kids off her, they jumped off to 
avoid being slashed. Usopp eeped and began to dodge her 
swings. She stumbled over his legs and the knife came down, 
hitting the wall, nearly splitting Usopp’s nose. 

He paled. “Run Run Run, I must run!” he says and takes off. 
Kaya indeed gives chase, followed by the kids. Zoro turned 
his blades around, using the dull edge. He began to destroy 
the villager’s weapons, and promptly knocked them out. 

Since he didn’t have to protect Usopp and the kids, he could 
fight all out...well as all out as he could against hypnotized 
victims. Despite hitting with dull blows to knock them out, 
some of the stronger villagers kept getting back up. “Trying 
to act tough, I don’t want to hurt you!” he rushed forward. 
“Onigiri!” he cut down the stragglers, so to speak. 

Marco arrived as the last villager fell. “Looks like you had 
things under control after all.” he landed and returned to 
human form. “I heard many voices in this area, to think it was
the villagers.” 



“It was that damned hypnotist freak! I should have cut him 
when I had the chance.” Zoro blinked. “Oh crap Usopp!” he 
filled Marco in on the situation. 

Meanwhile…

“Waaaaahhhhhhh!” Usopp cried as he ran for his life, Kaya 
following after him. He would have a good lead on her until 
she would trip. “Kaya are you alright?” he ran back to check 
on her, only for the girl to try and kill him again, and set off 
the chase once more. “Kaya please don’t kill me!” he screams
as she chased him around the woods. 

Back With Zoro and Marco…

“I see, this is a mess, this hypnotist crap is a pain in the ass.” 
A sudden roar drew their attention as the Black Cat Pirates, 
now hypnotized and wild came charging for them. “Hey old 
man, looks like your slipping.” 

“Watch it, looks like the hypnotist is at it again.” he ran his 
fingers through his hair. ‘I could have killed them, but Luffy 
wouldn’t have been happy with that.’ Luffy didn’t like killing,
to kill meant you destroy someone’s dream for good. Marco 
had decided to be the talon to cut down an enemy should 
Luffy’s mercy fall on the wrong soul. “Looks like I have a 
fight on my hand, go after Usopp, I’ll handle this!” 



“You sure?” Marco’s body lit up in blue flames. “I’ll be fine, 
they were barely a work out before this will be more fun!” 

“Fine, you handle them, I’m gonna...” 

“MEOW!” Sham bolted forward he was able to snatch two of 
Zoro’s swords. “Damn it!” Zoro cursed. Sham and Buchi 
blocked Zoro’s path. “Looks like these two won’t let me 
escape so easily.” he draws his remaining sword. 

It was round two the Straw Hat Pirates against the hypnotized
Black Cat Pirates. They began clashing Sham and Buchi kept 
Zoro on edge, only because of his one sword. Even Marco 
found some difficulty, no matter how hard he hit these guys 
wouldn’t go down. 

Their blood lust was immense. ‘Not only did they recover 
from earlier, but the body’s limiter has been removed.’ Marco 
analyzes how the fight. ‘They are strong, and durable, but 
their minds are gone.’ 

One of the larger pirates grabbed Marco. “Stab him, run him 
through!” he shouts. Two pirates rush forward and stab them, 
running Marco through. 

“Oh oww that hurts, oww.” Marco says before smirking. His 
body is lit up in blue flames, he heals from the attack. With a 
quick kick he sent the two flying back. Taking off into the air 
he dropped the large man into the ground. Marco takes flight 



grabbing some of the crew and using them as weapons to hit 
the others. 

Weapons had no real effect on Marco, his flames regenerated 
his body at ease. He brought havoc to them, before he was 
holding back now he was going all out. He was clearly on 
edge about something, and taking out his frustration on these 
mind controlled fools. 

As the crew took on Marco and Zoro, Jango went after 
Usopp. He had to finish the plan for sure. ‘Captain Kuro will 
kill me if I fail.’ he thinks. 

-x-With Luffy-x-

Blood rushed out of the open wound, running down his sides. 
Kuro had struck him with his claws. “The rumors of devil 
fruits have reached even here in the east blue, if you were a 
normal logia I couldn’t hurt you, but since I can that means I 
can kill you!” he smirks. Luffy tries to punch him, but he 
jumps back. “If you can bleed you can die!” 

“Shut up!” Luffy hissed, his darkness spreading out and 
closing the wound. He panted as he came down from the 
burst of pain. “I’m not gonna let some sorry excuse of a pirate
beat me.” 



Kuro adjusts his glasses. “Oh you will die, first you then your
crew, then the villagers, and then even my own crew shall 
die!” he says and charges at Luffy. 

Luffy while skilled in observation haki, pain could distract 
him from using it. So he had to fight without it, till he could 
fully calm down. He dodged Kuro’s cat claws, shifting into 
darkness and doing his best to dodge the man’s swift strikes. 

If things got hairy, he used his darkness to draw a heavy 
object to him and he used it as a shield. With a smirk, he 
caught Kuro’s claws in the nearby wall and broke them. He 
threw a punch and hit the mock butler hard. He shattered his 
glasses and sent him flying bat. “Darkness Pull!” he was 
caught and hauled towards Luffy. Luffy hit him again for 
good measure. 

Kuro was down, but not for the count. He gets up and his 
glasses fall apart. “You little brat, how dare you stand in the 
way of my plans, my dream of achieving peace at last. I will 
not let you!” he howls. 

He starts rocking back and forth. ‘What is he...’ Luffy begins 
to think only for Kuro to suddenly vanish. “Out of the Bag 
Attack!” he hears. 

Luffy stays still trying to sense him. ‘Ehh?’ he blinks. He 
couldn’t predict the movements. A random scratch hits the 



wall. Then the floor gets scratched. ‘What on earth?’ he 
blinks. Realization hits when one of the guards Luffy knocked
out gets slashed. Then Luffy’s arm, and then more guards 
were slashed. Kuro was moving so fast he was striking at 
random. 

“Stop it!” Luffy shouts and places his hand on the ground. 
“I’m your opponent you bastard! Dark Floor!” His darkness 
spreads across the floor. “Heavy Pull!” Kuro was slammed 
into the ground. 

“My crew is tougher than you think, Usopp is tougher than 
you think all your plans will be consumed by darkness!” 
Luffy hardens his fist with Haki and he punches Kuro hard. 

Back with Zoro and Marco 

Marco had finished off the hypnotized pirates. Zoro was 
fighting Sham and Buchi with everything he had. He needed 
his swords back, but the two were staying on him like cats on 
a mouse. ‘All I need is a sword, just one!’ he thinks.

“Kill Kill Kill Kill Kill!” they chant as they swipe at him with
his claws. Zoro tried to cut down Sham, but the male wore 
clothing that didn’t fit his lithe body. When he thought he cut 
him down all he got was clothe, which gave Sham a chance to
do a sneak attack scratching Zoro’s arm. “Your blood! Ahhhh 
your blood!” Sham moaned sounding almost in pleasure.



“You sick fuck!” he says as Sham licks his blood off his claw.

“Zoro!” Marco shouts and kicks his swords to him. He takes 
up his blades and smirks. “Thanks,” he says. 

“Consider it a freebie,” he says. Zoro cuts down the two 
quickly, Sham crumbling but Buchi’s fat protected his vitals. 
“You...you...I’ll make you pay!” he roars, his muscles 
swelling he charges at Zoro, claws lengthening. 

Buchi acts as a cannon ball, slamming about trying to cut 
Zoro down. He scratches Zoro’s chest, but the swordsman 
gets the win as he cuts Buchi down. He goes flying and lands 
hard. 

With Usopp

Usopp was running and running trying to avoid Kaya who 
was trying to kill him. He ends up running into Jango, who 
also tries to kill him. He swings his pendulum down trying to 
slash him. Kaya shows up, and Jango stops Usopp from 
running. He holds the pendulum to her throat. “Hold it right 
there!” he says. “Take a step and I’ll cut her throat.” 

The liar freezes and turns, pointing his sling shot at Jango. 
“Free Kaya of your control!” he says and Jango laughs. “Tell 
me how to snap her out of it!” he shouts.



“You fool, there is only one way to reverse outside of 
knocking them out. I would have to say Awaken, One Two 
Jango!” he says before laughing. Kaya snaps out of her 
hypnosis. “Captain Kuro’s plan won’t fail, you, your village, 
even your pirate friends will all die, and Miss Kaya’s money 
will belong to us!” he says and wham! 

Kaya kicks him in the balls and drops him. The Usopp Pirates
jump in and attack Jango with a barrage of tools, as weapons. 
“YOU BRATS!” he howls jumping up, clutching his crotch in
pain. 

“I’ll put you back under my hypnosis, this time the whole lot 
of you.” he began to swing the Pendulum. “One!” 

“Special Attack: Exploding Star!” Usopp fired and before 
Jango can even say two, boom! His glasses go flying and his 
face was burned. Kuro’s pirates were gathered up and 
dropped off on the ship. Instead of destroying the ship 
completely, Marco made off with their treasure and destroyed 
their helm. 

The villagers woke up with no memory of what happened, 
unaware that a liar and a bunch of pirates had saved their 
lives. Jango escaped, and Kuro was not found. Kaya had 
heard Jango’s confession, and Merry had survived to tell her 
what happened. ‘So it was true, in the end my real friends 



came to save me.’ she smiled happily. ‘I won’t let him get me 
down!’  

To be continued...A Ship...We Have a Ship!



Curse of Arbok
In the ancient times of Pokémopolis humans and Pokémon 
worshiped “The Great Ones” Pokemon who’s power and size 
surpassed all others. It is unknown how these Giant Pokemon 
came to be, but their powers were something to be feared. 
Some believed them to be World Enders, while some were 
sealed, others were too great and were forced to be stopped. 

Characters

Ash: Lamia: 2 Cocks 13 Inches

Pokemon: Ekans

Badges: 0 

Gary: 10 Inches

Pokemon Eevee



Chap 2 Pallet Starter: A cold morning makes lamia’s sleepy 

Ash and Ekans were so excited about becoming trainers. He 
went back to school, taking classes, and training with Ekans 
again. His father left him a scroll, giving him details about his
new form and what he could do. 

His curse was from a Pokémon, so like a Pokémon he had to 
hone his abilities. Ekans was happy to help, they battled 
together and got stronger together. Even Gary, became part of 
his training. 

Ash had very special eyes, if they flashed gold they could 
paralyze someone. Over time he developed a new gaze, his 
eyes flickered into a rainbow of colors, he could hypnotize 
someone. His vocal cords vibrate becoming a soothing tone, 
that draws people in. It helped sell his hypnotic gaze, drawing
them even deeper. 

He found he could hypnotize Gary, and make him do things. 
He developed quite the voyeur tendency, watching Gary play 
with his cock and ass for him, or sometimes just playing with 
his nipples till he came. He wanted Gary to enjoy the 
experience to so… “You will remember this time together. 
This pleasure, these sensations I want you to remember 
them.”



So Gary did, in his dreams, this caused a series of wet dreams
for the brunette. Even when he awoke he could still feel Ash’s
eyes on him. His body arching to be touched, needing to be 
pleased. Their time together was remembered fondly by Ash 
as well, he used the memories as fap material. 

As the days rolled on he continued learning about his new 
abilities.   

His saliva had healing properties, and his semen had 
aphrodisiac properties, his pre acted like a natural lubricant 
helping make his partner hot happy and high. He could 
produce a similar venom through his fangs, he could also 
produce a spitting venom that could paralyze. 

It seemed he didn’t want to hurt anyone, so his body evolved 
to suit his tastes. To stun, but never kill! He was strong, 
flexible, and fast. Delia really loved his new form, he was 
great help around the house. When he ran errands he got them
done so fast, he was able to lift and carry things with ease. 

For all his benefits, his curse did leave him vulnerable in one 
aspect. 

On the eve of his Pokémon journey, Ash and Ekans were so 
excited. They stayed up watching Pokemon News, it wasn’t a 
big deal, thanks to Ash’s curse his body broke down food 



100%, giving him bounds of energy, he only needed 4 hours 
of sleep.

When they finally turned in they set their alarm, and another 
alarm just in case. They had everything planned, what they 
didn’t plan on was the cool day that would follow. Snakes 
were cold blooded, normally Ash’s heart would accelerate to 
keep his temp up while awake, but asleep, his heart rate 
slows. 

The cool temp caused his body temperature to drop, making it
difficult for Ash to awaken. His body felt sluggish and heavy, 
and he couldn’t bring himself to awaken. ‘So cold!’ he 
shivered and curled into himself. An open window was the 
cause of this chilling breeze. 

 Gary had gotten his Pokémon, but he hung around waiting 
for Ash. ‘Where is he? That loser, did he sleep in?’ As two 
more Pallet Town trainers arrived to collect their Pokémon, 
Gary was officially worried. 

Delia had gone out shopping early that morning, she didn’t 
realize what had happened, until Prof. Oak gave her a call. 
“What, Ash didn’t show up to get his starter Pokemon?” she 
gasped. “I’m so sorry, I don’t know what happened. Thank 
you professor, thank you.” she says before hanging up the 
phone. “Ash, sweetie...” she raced up the stairs, when he 



didn’t respond. As she got closer to the door she heard the 
alarms. “Ash!” 

She found him and quickly started doing her best to warm 
him up. Her efforts were a success and Ash bolted up under a 
mountain of blankets. “Huh? What’s going on?” he blinks. 
Now that he was awake his heart was pumping. 

“Your temp dropped sweetie, you slept in.” 

“What?!” he bolted out of bed, not even bothering to put on 
clothes, he slithers out of his room with Ekans hot on his tail. 
“Oh man, oh man, it’s late, I’m late!” 

“Ekans!” his Pokémon calls out. “Ek, Ekans, Kans.”

“Yes I know, we are late, and I know it’s not our fault but this 
is so bad.” They slither as fast as they could and ran into 
Gary. He knocked the brunette down, and his face landed 
right into Gary’s crotch. 

Gary sat up groaning, rubbing the back of his head. “Oh 
man!” He blushed seeing Ash’s face in his crotch. He sat up, 
chuckling. “Hey Gary!”

“Don’t hey me, you idiot.” the two stand up. “You are late, 
I’ve already got my Pokémon, you are dead last.” he scolds. 

“I know my temperature dropped, and I couldn’t move.” he 
chuckles sheepishly. 



“Idiot!” he scolds again. “You better hope Grandpa saved you
a Pokemon.” he says.  

“I still have my Ekans, but I was really hoping for a Kanto 
Starter, maybe Charmander, or Bulbasaur, or Squirtle!” he 
says excitedly. Gary felt a little bad, as he already picked 
Squirtle. “I’ll go see if he has a Pokémon, go ahead and go 
Gary, we’ll see each other again.” 

Gary blushed. “I wasn’t waiting around for you or anything, 
idiot!” he says and quickly leaves, dashing off. Ash smiles at 
him fondly, staring at his booty as he ran off. Ekans nudged 
him. “Right!” 

They go inside Oak’s lab. “Ah Ash, I hope you are alright?” 

“My temperature dropped, I wasn’t able to move.” he says. 

“Ahh, I see, we did get a bit of a chill in the air didn’t we.” he
opens the door for him. “Well come inside and we’ll get you a
starter Pokémon.” he says. 

Oak had been the most accepting of his new form. Everyone’s
eyes had shifted when he had changed, though people 
accepted him now, but when Oak looked at him he never 
changed. Ash was so happy he didn’t question it. 

He helped run tests on Ash, analyzing his fluids and body as it
developed. It was thanks to him he learned about his semen’s 



special abilities. Oak was very kind and helpful, but kept his 
motives to himself. 

Ash raced into the lab and found the three pokeballs 
containing the potential starters. “I choose Squirtle!” he says, 
he picks up the ball only to find it empty. “Already taken I’m 
afraid.” Oak says. 

“Oh, okay then, then I choose Charmander!” he picks the ball 
only to find it empty. “Oh no!” 

“Also taken by another young trainer.” 

“Then, Bulbasaur!” he picks, but again the ball is empty. “Oh 
no they are all gone.” 

“I’m afraid so, but don’t be upset I do happen to have another 
Pokemon.” A ball rises from the center, it had a little lightning
bolt on it. Ash opened it and out came Pikachu. “Pika!” it 
cheered. 

Ash was so excited, he rushed in and hugged him. Pikachu 
tensed up and glared. “Pi!” it shocked Ash and Prof. Oak. 

“It has a bit of a temper.” he says, and the two slink to the 
ground. Ekans uses Glare and paralyzes Pikachu. 

Ash comes over to Oak and starts to lick him, his saliva 
healing the man’s wounds. Oak shivered and blushed, 



fighting to contain his arousal. “How do you feel Professor?” 
he asked and Oak fought back a moan. 

“Great, Ash thank you.” They get up. “Here is your Pokedex 
and PokeBalls.” he hands the items over. “Your status has 
been informed to the police, so if you run into any trouble 
bring your Pokedex to them.” 

“Thank you professor.” He couldn’t wait to start catching 
Pokémon and making new friends. The Pokemon League had 
adjusted their rules recently. Trainers could carry up to 12 
Pokemon at a time, you were allowed to fight trainers in 
either 1 on 1 matches, using anywhere from 1 to 6 of your 
Pokémon, or 2 on 2 battles using up to 12 of your Pokémon. 
Gyms and the league itself had special battles where you 
could even have to use 3 on 3 Pokémon at a time.  

Ash gives Pikachu a kiss and heals him. The electric type was
surprised to say the least. Ash brings Pikachu outside, his 
mother and some fans of his were waiting, they had banners 
and posters of him. “You can do it Ash!” His mom brought 
him his back pack and clothes. Ash put on his shirt, vest and 
finger less gloves. He put his Pokedex and balls into his vest 
pockets.   

Pikachu still wasn’t happy, when Ash tried to return him, he 
smacked the ball away with his tail. He kept trying almost 
making it look like they were playing catch. Pikachu was 



about to shock them all, but Ekans gave him a warning hiss. 
His ability Intimidate activated. “You don’t like being in the 
ball do you?” Pikachu shook his head. “That’s fine Ekans 
doesn’t like it either, and it’s more fun to hang out together.” 

He smiles and offers his hand. “Let’s be friends.” he says. 
Pikachu touches his finger, and shocks him. Ekans stuns him 
with Glare. Not the best start, but his Pokemon Journey it was
just beginning.      

To be continued...Ash catches a Pokemon! 



Dog’s Love Bones
Inuyasha is a major size queen, not a problem when he has 
demon blood that makes him well hung, but when he meets 
Bankotsu well. Collab with StarOrca



-x-

Inuyasha liked men, specifically men with big dicks. His 
hanyo blood had gifted him with a size able 10 inch dick. He 
had the biggest cock in Kaede’s village. His demon blood 
wouldn’t accept anyone smaller than him. This didn’t help the
deep ache Inuyasha had inside him. The burning want, to be 
filled. His human blood however didn’t have an issue, as he 
enjoyed flaunting his big dick. His human mind liked to think
he was a top dog, while his demon mind knew what he 
needed to be satisfied.

This issue only continued when Inuyasha found he was bigger
than some demons. Kouga reaching 9 inches, Hiten reaching 
8 inches, Ginta and Hakkaku only hitting 7 inches. This 
stroked Inuyasha’s human pride, and he believed he’d be top 
dog forever.

He went down to bath in the nearby hot spring, not bothering 
to cover up as he walked down the road bare ass naked, 
letting his mini sword sway to and fro. He loved the blushes 
he got from the villagers.

To his shock he wasn’t alone. A man with dark hair tied in a 
braid was washing himself in the spring. His nose twitched 
and he growled. “Bankotsu!” he roared and jumped out.



Bankotsu rose from the water, making Inuyasha freeze. 
“Whoa!” His eyes roamed Bankotsu’s naked form, eyes 
landing on the big dick. The mercenary was rocking 13 inches
of thick man meat.

Inuyasha crashed down into the steaming water, drenching 
Bankotsu as he entered. Spluttering for air as he came up, 
Inuyasha found himself appreciating the humans dripping 
form. Bankotsu was more muscular than Inuyasha, his demon
blood keeping him compact as opposed to the others more 
built physique. Water streamed down over firm pecs and 
taught abs before collecting on his mammoth shaft and 
dripping back into the spring. “What are you doing here dog? 
Can’t I have one evening to myself.” Came from the annoyed 
demon slayer.

Inuyasha ignored the question, completely transfixed by the 
massive cock that his enemy had. While his human half 
screamed at him to beat the arrogant man into the ground, his 
demon half was telling him to do the opposite. That this was a
stronger male and to show his submission and pleasure him. 
The two parts warred within him, leaving him dazed as he 
continued to stare, his own 10 inch cock rising above the 
waterline. It wasn’t until he felt something shifting around 
him that Inuyasha broke out of his stupor.



Bankotsu was annoyed that the hanyo had disturbed his 
evening, having spent the past several days tracking a demon 
that was terrorizing the region. ‘Just as I was about to relieve 
some stress this stupid dog shows up.’ He thought bitterly. His
mood turned even worse when he was drenched by the 
annoyance jumping into the water. Wiping his face to get the 
water off he barked angrily at the other, only to be ignored. 
Looking at the half demon again, he saw that Inuyasha was 
staring intently, with a dazed look on his face.

The mercenary followed his gaze, to Bankotsu’s semi hard 
dick. ‘Is he?’ he grabs hold the base of his cock and gives it a 
wag. Inuyasha’s eyes follow the hardening tool like a dog 
after a bone. ‘He is!’ Giving another look he sees Inuyasha’s 
cock peeking out of the waterline.

“See something you like dog boy.” he says walking closer to 
him. The shift in water helped snap Inuyasha out of his daze. 
He looked up from Bankotsu’s arousal to his face, and back 
down to his own hard cock. “I uhh…umm…” he stutters. “I 
don’t…” His hard cock gives him away.

Bankotsu smirks, a deep chuckle coming from him. “You are 
a bad liar, this gives you away.” he reaches forward and grabs
Inuyasha’s dick, the hanyo moans and bucks into his grasp. 
The fight or flight instinct was crushed, as lust overflowed his
senses. Bankotsu pumps him, making his foreskin slide back 



and forth on the sensitive head. Inuyasha moans, his hips 
rocking for more. He whines when Bankotsu stops. “Please, 
don’t stop!”

“I dunno, you interrupted me when I was trying to relieve 
some stress.” he pumps himself, the musk of his arousal hits 
Inuyasha’s nose and the hanyo groans. “Perhaps we can help 
each other out. You get me off, I get you off.”

Inuyasha’s human pride rose. “Fine, I’ll help you out but I 
don’t want to be fucked, I’m a top dog!” he says proudly. 
Bankotsu smirked. ‘Such a lousy liar.’

Taking charge of the situation Bankotsu stepped forward until
his cock was rubbing against the others thigh and he could 
feel the heat radiating off the others body, all the while still 
stroking the impressive 10 inch cock. He could feel how fast 
Inuyashas heart was beating, the cock in his hand pulsing 
with every stroke. “Come on dog boy. You gotta get me off as
well.” He teased, an edge in his voice, when Inuyasha didn’t 
reciprocate. A buck of his hips, letting his semi-hard shaft 
bump against Inuyasha shaft, just to make a point. He was 
rewarded when a warm hand wrapped around his cock 
moments later and started to tentatively stroke. Grinning at 
the progress he continued to stroke, enjoying as the other 
male became more invested in his pleasure, simple strokes 



growing harder and longer, alternating pressure and toying 
with his foreskin.

Inuyasha couldn’t believe what he was doing, pleasuring a 
man he had fought only weeks before. Despite this, 
something inside him said that this was the right thing to do, 
The heavy weight in his hands demanded attention and he 
found that he couldn’t deny it. His grip turned more sure as 
his strokes became more complex. He found himself wanting 
to do more, but held himself back, human blood refusing to 
let himself submit to his desires of his demon blood. It was 
some minutes later that he realized that Bankotsu had stopped
stroking his shaft and only Inuyasha was doing any work. But
even without the stimulation, the 10 inch cock was still at full 
mast. A bead of pre-cum at the tip.

He had gotten Bankotsu fully erect, the manly musk radiating 
from it hit Inuyasha’s sensitive nose, even from so far away. 
‘It’s so big!’ Inuyasha felt his manhole twitch, his insides 
slowly throbbing.

Using both hands he pumps Bankotsu’s dick, feeling the 
length pulse and twitch in his hands. ‘This would scratch that 
itch real good!’ something purred from the back of his mind. 
He yelps, cheeks clenching as his channel throbs.

Bankotsu puts his hands behind his head, letting the dog half 
demon play. “Hmm, this is nice!” he moans. Inuyasha growls.



“Why you!?” Bankotsu grabs him and pulls him into his 
exposed right pit. The manly musk hits Inuyasha hard, his 
protests are silenced and he takes a big whiff of Bankotsu’s 
manly aroma. He goes back to pumping the mercenary, now 
taking deep whiffs of the manly musk.

His cock twitches in delight, the scent was almost bewitching,
the voice in the back of his mind began to chant. ‘More, 
More, More, More, More, More, More!’ he starts sniffing 
more, and his tongue comes out and licks the exposed pit. ‘Oh
fuck!’ his brain explodes.

Inuyasha’s dick twitches in orgasm, his cum shoots and 
sprays over Bankotsu’s abs and crotch. Despite the orgasm, 
his cock was still hard, benefits of demon blood pumping 
through his veins. “What an excitable puppy you are.” 
Inuyasha’s brain was mush thanks to his orgasm, so the puppy
comment went right over his head.

Mind flooded with Bankotsus’ scent, Inuyasha consumed all 
he could from the fuzzy pit. Tongue licking up all of the rich 
sweat, filled with manly musk, nose trying to get all of the 
scent possible. His blood felt like it was burning through his 
veins as he got drink off of Bankotsu. More and more flooded
his system until his mind went blank, cock jerking without 
being touched and spraying the other with his massive load. 
The scent of his own load mixed with Bankotsu, sending him 



to new highs as his tongue began to move away from the pit. 
He crossed down onto firm pecs, loving the taste of warm 
skin and sweat in his mouth. Coming to a dark brown nipple, 
he latched on, flicking it with the tip of his tongue while 
sucking on the bud. The entire time he continued to stroke the
13 inch monster, pre-cum flowing down over his hand and 
into the water. Inuyasha could have done this for hours had 
Bankotsu not grabbed him by the hair and push him lower. 
“Why don’t you clean up your mess puppy?”

Without a second thought Inuyasha began to lick up his cum 
from Bankotsu’s abs. The deep cut ridges were licked clean 
then given a few more licks for good measure. He traced up 
and down, the scent coming off of the shaft below drawing 
him further and further south.

He licked the man’s navel, nuzzling down the treasure path to
the male’s crotch. The manly hair tickled his nose, and the 
manly musk made him hungrier. Soon he was face to face 
with the mercenaries’ cock.

The thick piece of man meat, throbbed before his eyes, 
glistening in a mix of his cum and the human pre. He licks his
lips and starts licking the massive man meat. Bankotsu 
shivered in delight, the dog hanyo’s tongue was nice and 
long.



He cleaned off the human’s cock and balls of his semen. Even
when his crotch was clean he kept licking, making the heavy 
balls bounce with every lick. He moves up Bankotsu’s shaft, 
the taste being etched onto his tongue. Every lick made him 
hungrier for more. He reached the tip and started lapping at 
the head, licking away the pre. ‘So good, so good, delicious!’

Coming to the head of the shaft he pulled away to admire it. It
shone with a mixture of pre-cum and saliva and was easily 
thicker than his wrist. Beneath it hung two orange sized balls, 
heavy with potent seed. Before Bankotsu could say anything, 
Inuyasha leaned forward and took the head into his mouth. 
The bead of pure, salty pre-cum has him lusting for more. 
Breathing through his nose, he could only smell the humans 
musk as he moved forward, lips straining as he tried to take 
more of the shaft. Inch after inch vanished until his mouth 
was stuffed with cock that was harder than steel, steadily 
dripping pre-cum into his hungry throat. Pulling back until 
only the head was still in his mouth, Inuyasha began to bob, 
taking as much as possible each time. His hands coming up to
stroke what he couldn’t swallow.

As the cock brushed across his tongue, and kissed his tonsils, 
his demon blood surged forth. He could feel the rest of the 
male’s cock, but it wasn’t in his mouth. Something about that 
didn’t seem right, his inner demon kept pushing him, 



encouraging him to swallow it all. Every inch, he needed 
every inch inside his mouth, to bury his nose in his thick nest 
of pubes.

He continued slurping and sucking Bankotsu’s thick shaft. 
Each intake of breath filled his nose with manly musk which 
made him drool. It ran down his chin and Bankotsu’s dick. 
Slowly but surely Inuyasha’s throat began to relax, and 
Bankotsu’s mighty sword began to slide down it.

Bankotsu groaned, hand coming down to rest in silver locks. 
“Damn you suck some good cock Inuyasha!” he moaned, 
giving a scratch to the dog hanyo’s scalp. This made Inuyasha
growl in pleasure, sending pleasing vibrations through the 
rod.

Encouraged by the hand scratching his head, Inuyasha 
doubled down on his efforts to pleasure Bankotsu. Breathing 
deeply, he was flooded with the rich musk coming from the 
humans crotch, he swallowed around the shaft while his 
tongue tried to rub against the what it could reach. Another 
several inches disappeared into him as his throat engorged, 
distorted by the massive cock in him. Again and again he 
swallowed, more of the shaft disappearing each time until his 
goal was met. Inuyasha’s nose was pressed against the 
humans taught crotch, his forehead pressed against toned abs 
that only moments before he had been licking clean.



From above him he heard a faint “Damn.” A mixture of 
arousal and surprise in the others tone. This only spurred 
Inuyasha on, as he began to hum in pleasure as the head 
scratching continued. The cock in his throat jumping a bit in 
response to the hum. To his despair, a second hand gripped 
his head before pulling most of the cock from his mouth until 
only the head remained. Before he could ask what was going 
on, Bankotsu fucked back into Inuyasha’s mouth.

Heavy balls smacked his chin, as his throat was used by 
Bankotsu’s pleasure. The fact only filled Inuyasha with a 
strange pride. His cock twitched and bounced excitedly 
between his legs. Without any touch, with the sense of being 
used, combined with the taste and musk of the Mercenary, he 
came! His human mind tried to resist. ‘Not like this, not like 
this!’ demon desire trumped demon pride as his balls 
tightened and his cock swelled as he came. His seed shot into 
the water.

Inuyasha moaned in orgasm, feeling his manhole tighten and 
throb. “That’s two orgasms you owe me puppy, and I intend 
to collect.” he continued to fuck Inuyasha’s throat, the moans 
sending pleasing vibrations through his shaft. His own release
began to build, and with a howl he came, forcing Inuyasha to 
drink it all.



Inuyasha felt the orgasm coming in the throbbing of the 
monstrous shaft, swelling in his throat as it threatened to 
release a torrent of cum. With one final shove the shaft was 
buried in his throat, face mashed into Bankotsu’s toned body. 
He could feel the cum being pumped directly into his 
stomach, the massive balls churning as they unloaded into a 
willing bitch. Every pulse unleashed another rope of seed into
his stomach. A few moments later he was roughly pulled back
until only the head was still in his mouth. The next burst of 
cum flooded his mouth, heavy, musky and salty flavors 
flooding his mouth. Another burst had seed spilling out the 
sides of his stuffed mouth. Swallowing quickly, he could feel 
his stomach quickly filling from the massive orgasm pouring 
into him. Just as the flow seemed to taper off, Bankotsu 
pulled the rest of the shaft from between his lips, showering 
Inuyasha with seed.

Rope after rope of Bankotsu’s thick seed splattered 
Inuyasha’s face. The dog hanyo’s tongue hung out catching 
some of the manly essence as it splattered him. Bankotsu’s 
still hard dick smeared his semen all over. “That’s a good 
look for you puppy.”

Inuyasha whimpers. Even after two orgasms, he was still 
horny and wanting more. He licks his lips, tasting the thick 



manly cum. “You want something?” Inuyasha chews on his 
lip. “If you can’t say it, show me.”

His demon blood takes action and Inuyasha turns around, 
bending over and sticking his ass up in the air. His tight virgin
pucker twitched in want. He was virgin pink, and no doubt 
virgin tight. Bankotsu’s hard-on throbs.

Bankotsu offers his fingers. “Suck!” The hanyo obeys, his 
tongue lapping at the rough fingers. “Good boy!”

Inuyasha quickly goes to work, sucking and coating the 
fingers in saliva. He worked the digits like he did Bankotsu’s’ 
cock, sucking and pleasuring them with his tongue. While this
happened, he could feel the human’s massive cock rubbing 
between his cheeks, a steady stream of pre-cum landing on 
his heated skin and then running off into the steaming water. 
Several minutes later the fingers were pulled from his mouth 
and the cock removed from between his cheeks. Before he 
hand a chance to whine at the loss, a sharp jab had one of the 
fingers working into his virgin hole. The rough finger 
working his hole open, thrusting and twisting, rubbing against
places that Inuyasha had never felt before. His own 10 inch 
shaft was hard and throbbing again from the stimulation, pre-
cum leaking into the water while he panted, whining for 
more.



Bankotsu worked his middle finger in and out of Inuyasha’s 
tight ass, he curled his finger and massaged his insides. 
Inuyasha’s ass was something special, tightening when he 
pulled out and relaxing when he thrust in. ‘Not a bottom my 
ass.’ Bankotsu thinks with a smirk.

Inuyasha’s ass was spasming in delight, with only one finger. 
His cock was twitching more and more, and it looked like he 
was ready to blow already. He added a second finger, and 
Inuyasha arched his back moaning. His tongue hung out of 
his mouth, panting and drooling for more, his pre leaking out 
like a waterfall.

Two fingers twisted and scissored his hole open, and Inuyasha
let out a noise that almost sounded like a purr. He clawed at 
the outside of the hot spring, bucking back onto the digits. 
‘Now where is that spot?’ Bankotsu twisted and curled his 
fingers trying to find the spot. He explored his ass when…

“Ohhhhh!” Inuyasha howled, back arching, his balls lurching 
as he came hard. Not spurts, a powerful stream that lasted for 
several minutes. Bankotsu smirked, and fondled that spot 
making Inuyasha cry out heatedly.

Smirking down at the panting hanyo, Bankotsu gave another 
sharp thrust with his fingers, drawing a yelp of pleasure from 
the panting man before pulling out until only the tips of his 
fingers were still within the ring of muscle. “Now, now 



puppy, cumming three times while you’ve only gotten me off 
once. Quite unfair I think. At this rate I should just take care 
of it myself, don’t you think.” He said, giving Inuyasha’s firm
ass a smack with his cock while prying the tight ring of 
muscle open.

“M-more” Inuyasha whimpered, as he tried to thrust back on 
the fingers, missing the feeling he got from the human 
working him open.

A triumphant grin crossed Bankotsu’s face at the others weak 
plea. “What was that puppy? Speak up if you want 
something.” He smacks his ass with his dick again.

He continues thrusting his fingers into the male’s ass, giving 
his prostate a massage. His cock jumps and he’s milked of a 
few extra spurts of cum. Inuyasha muttered again, the last of 
his human pride struggling to hold on.

Bankotsu didn’t give him a chance, adding a third finger, and 
finger fucking him hard. “Ahhh ah ah ah ah ah!” Inuyasha 
moans, body jerking in pleasure. “Say it, tell me what you 
need, and I might just give it to you.” he rubbed his cock 
against Inuyasha’s ass cheek. The heat of his manhood made 
Inuyasha feel like he was burning.



His human blood relented and Inuyasha looks back. “Fuck 
me, breed me, use my ass for your pleasure!” he moans 
hiking his hips higher, giving a little wiggle.

A sharp laugh forced its way from Bankotsu’s mouth. “Hah. 
Knew you were a bitch. Acting like a man when all you really
need is a stiff cock splitting you open. Don’t worry puppy. I’ll
give you something to howl about.” Grabbing his cock he 
spanked both cheeks with it, sending ropes of pre-cum all 
over Inuyasha’s toned back. Grabbing his hips, he moved his 
still glistening cock until the head rested between the firm 
cheeks. “Hope you’re ready bitch, cause I’m gonna give you 
what your begging for.” With that he thrust forward, burying 
a third of his shaft in the tight head. He could feel muscle 
spasming around his manhood, trying to milk him dry.

Inuyasha howled as the massive cock broke through his hole, 
robbing him of his virginity, sending jolts of plain and 
pleasure through his veins and straight to his throbbing cock. 
He wanted to pull away, he wanted to push back and take 
more. But Bankotsu’s grip held him firmly in place. For a 
moment the human rested inside him, but just as Inuyasha 
was about to say something, the human pulled out slightly 
before shoving even more of his monstrous shaft into his 
quivering hole.



Inch after glorious inch stuffed his ass. ‘So full, so full!’ he 
thinks, his cock rising back to full fast. “Half way there 
puppy.” His cock jerks, and his back arches. ‘Only half!?’ He 
already felt full to bursting.

“A needy hole like this, deserves a big dick breaking it in!” he
buries the rest of his cock in Inuyasha’s ass. Inuyasha cums 
again, once again a solid stream of cum. “You horny bitch, 
that’s four!” he smacks Inuyasha’s ass. The hanyo bucked and
moaned, his hole tightening around all 13 inches of his shaft. 
“You aren’t even sorry are you, look at you!”

His expression was completely lust drunk, eyes rolled up, two
trickles of drool, nipples hard and perky from pleasure, skin 
flushed with arousal. “You owe me three orgasms bitch and I 
intend to collect.” he starts pounding Inuyasha’s ass, making 
his 10 incher slap his abs.

In and out, in and out, the friction making Inuyasha’s insides 
feel like they were melting. His demon blood had his hole 
tightening when Bankotsu pulled back, not wanting to lose 
the delicious man meat inside him. It gave the feeling of 
Inuyasha’s body sucking him. Only to relax when he thrust 
back in, welcoming the huge tool.

Bankotsu let go of his bitches waist and grabbed him by the 
shoulders, forcing Inuyasha to arch his back and stick out his 
plump ass, while also letting the human thrust even harder 



into the needy bitch. Every thrust caused a slapping sound to 
reverberate around the quiet forest spring, and drew a moan 
from the hanyo’s lips. He could feel his balls drawing up as 
the thrust into the tight heat, the way it would clamp down 
around his monstrous shaft when he pounded until he was 
flush with the other man. How the walls would clench harder 
when he pulled out, begging to remain filled.

With a final brutal thrust, Bankotsu unleashed his second load
of the night, flooding the bitch’s ass. Every pulse unleashing 
another rope of cum into the hungry hole, his orgasm easily 
eclipsing the half-demons, dozens of shots filling the 
submissive demon.

Inuyasha was in paradise as his hole was flooded by 
Bankotsu’s load, the seed felt like fire pouring into him, 
demon blood delighting as its desire was fulfilled. ‘So. Much.
Cum’ was the only thing he could think as the orgasm kept 
going. He could feel it filling all the room in his ass, but it 
didn’t slow. The massive cock was held in a vice grip by his 
hole, keeping every drop of potent seed from spilling out, 
forcing it to move deeper.

The cum filled his belly and Inuyasha’s cock twitched in 
another orgasm. “You cock hungry bitch, cumming again. I’m
starting to think you don’t even deserve my cock.” he says 
pulling back and Inuyasha whined.



Bankotsu’s dick continued spitting cum as it receded filling 
the void with hot jizz. “No please!” he moaned. “Stick it back
in!” he moaned bucking back. His hole felt empty, absent of 
cock and he didn’t like it. Bankotsu sits on the edge of the 
spring.

“Show me how much you want it.” he wags his cock. “Ride 
me!” Inuyasha climbs into his lap, and sinks back down onto 
the hard on. He obeys and starts to bounce up and down, his 
own cock slapping Bankotsu’s abs.

“Your cock, I want your cock!” he moans happily.

“Yeah you do, you are a cock hungry bitch.” he leans back 
and watches the hanyo ride him.

Inuyasha drools. “I’m a cock hungry bitch!” he says happily.

“You needed a real man to train you proper.”

“Yes, yes, I need a real man! Train me!” he moans.

“Me?” he smirks. Watching his dick bulge Inuyasha’s 
stomach.

“Your cock fucks me so deep, it’s so good! Please train this 
cock hungry bitch to better serve you.” he moans.

Bankotsu grabs his ass, and he cums again, his orgasm just as 
powerful as before. Inuyasha’s belly starts to swell from the 



semen, it had no choice, Bankotsu’s first orgasm inside had 
filled him to the brim. He lifts Inuyasha out and away from 
the spring, pinning him against the tree. “You need a lot of 
training.” he says. “Guess I’m the best man for the job.” he 
continues fucking Inuyasha’s cum filled ass. The cum in his 
belly sloshes with every thrust.

Inuyasha moaned as Bankotsu ravaged his hole, the shaft 
impaling him with every thrust. As the second load filled him 
and he was shoved roughly against a tree, he marveled at how
his gut swelled with cum. A small bulge pressing out his abs 
quickly grew in size as dozens of ropes of cum poured into 
him. As the human’s second orgasm tapered off, he could feel 
the load sloshing around. His melon sized stomach swinging 
with every thrust, cock slapping against his distended abs . 
Every thrust tore a moan or plea from him. “More. More. 
Fuck my hole! Train me to get you off!” he begged. He could 
feel his balls ready to drain themselves, wanting the sweet 
relief of emptying his load as Banktosu uses him. But 
something held his release back, even with his prostate being 
struck with every thrust, he couldn’t cross that line of release. 
Pleasure flooded through his veins and balls swelled as the 
release he was denied built up.

Bankotsu grinned at the begging hanyo, giving a brutally hard
thrust that forced Inuyasha to balance on his toes. Fucking up 



into the begging dog, grunting with each thrust. “Hold back 
then bitch. You aren’t cumming again until you’ve paid me 
back for every release you’ve had and then a few more.” He 
bit out. Grinning when Inuyasha desperately nodded and 
pushed back against his thrusting hips. Reaching around with 
one hand, he grabbed Inuyasha’s swinging cum-gut, 
appreciating how filled his bitch was and anticipating how 
much larger he could make the begging dog.

Inuyasha’s claws dug into the tree, deeper and deeper till his 
grip crushed it. The force of Bankotsu’s fucking helped knock
the tree down, leaving a flat place to rest his moaning hanyo. 
He spun the hanyo around his back landing on the flat space.

Bankotsu continued to pound his clenching hole, his balls 
spanking his toned ass. His balls grew hotter and hotter until 
Bankotsu came again. “Ohhh yeah take my seed!” he moans.

Inuyasha moans, as his belly swells more, his dick curving 
against his bulging belly. He wanted to cum to, but his demon
blood obeyed Bankotsu not letting him climax. His balls 
began to swell brushing against Bankotsu’s manly pubes 
when he thrust in.

Inuyasha watched as his belly swelled from the newest load. 
Pleasure wracked his frame as Bankotsu filled him for the 
third time that night, joining the previous loads. The melon 
sized bulge swelled, pressing his abs out further until he look 



several months pregnant. ‘Fuck’ Inuyasha thought in a 
moment of clarity. ‘Looks like he knocked me up. So full. 
Want more.’

His own cock throbbed, begging to release alongside the cock
filling his hole. But his demon blood still obeyed the alpha, 
stopping him from cumming and causing his balls to swell 
larger again, now the size of large apples and firmly pressed 
between his own cock and Bankotsu’s abs. As this happened 
he felt that spot inside him stuck again, the human never 
slowing his pace even as the hanyo swelled. “More” was the 
last thing he could say before he fell into a pleasure filled 
sleep.

Not even Inuyasha’s demon blood could hold out forever, he 
was only a hanyo after all. He fell into darkness, a sea of 
pleasure rocking him into dream land. When he came to, he 
was on his side, leg up over Bankotsu’s shoulder. He could 
feel the mercenary’s balls rub against his leg as he was driven
into. “Ohhh ah ah ah ah ah ah!” he moaned.

“Morning puppy, here I cum!” he howls and blows his final 
load into Inuyasha’s ass. While unconscious he had achieved 
the debt Inuyasha owed, now he was just having fun. 
Inuyasha’s belly was so full of cum, he looked 7 months 
pregnant. He was rolled over, cock an angry shade of red, 



balls swollen full of his pent up seed. “Cum for me puppy.” 
Bankotsu’s words were like a damn opening.

Inuyasha’s toes curled and his back arched, his seed erupting 
like a volcano. His semen exploded all over Inuyasha, 
clearing his bulging belly and hitting his face, neck, chest, 
belly, pits, arms, crotch, and legs. In his climax, his hole 
squeezed Bankotsu’s dick, helping milk the mercenary of 
another orgasm.

As the waves of orgasm calmed down Bankotsu pulled out of 
Inuyasha’s hole, the hanyo whining at the loss. Cum rushed 
out of the boy’s hole, the tight ring struggled to close, and 
keep the delicious man milk inside.

Inuyasha began to move showing his flexibility even with the 
huge belly. He licked his own pits, and cleaned his arms off. 
Bankotsu watched with wild fascination as Inuyasha licked 
his chest, stomach, then his legs clean. He bent himself over, 
causing the cum to gush out of his ass.

He started licking his own ass hole, lapping at Bankotsu’s 
cum. ‘Hot damn!’ Bankotsu thinks his cock rising to full mast
once more. Inuyasha’s licking helped not waste Bankotsu’s 
cum until his hole was able to close up tight. He still looked 4
months pregnant, but he finished licking himself.



Inuyasha crawled over to Bankotsu and started worshiping 
the man’s dick. “You really are an adorable bitch, I’m gonna 
have fun training you.” He laughs. Inuyasha was only half 
listening, focused on licking Bankotsu’s massive rod. He 
really did love big bones.

End
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